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Board Dealings

ABA Gives
Law News
Top Honors

Tower Hocked for Sinking
West Block Development

By Rosi Cordoba

Evidence Uncovered Indicating Board
Knew of Scholarship Diversion
By James P. Ballantine
EOrroR-IN-CHIEF
PHaro BY LAUREN FINDIlR

Read takes
charge as
Dean

McAllister Tower has been
used as security for a loan involving the controversial West Block
project, it was revealed at a meeting of the College's Board of
Directors on September 9. The
future of West Block appears
unstable after action by the the

San Francisco Planning Commission over the summer to re-zone
the parcels to preclude Hasungs
from constructing an incomeproducing office building on the
property. In a related development, recently discovered documents indicates that the board
initiated the diversion of restricted
scholarship funds to purchase
West Block properties.
The West Block is the block in

STAFF WRITER

which the College's 200 building is located, and is bounded by
Hyde, McAllister and Larkin
Streets, and Golden Gate Avenue. Hastings owns all of the
properties on the block, except
for those on which the Abigail
Hotel and theCity-ownedsteaJn
plant are located. The College
purchased these properties duringthe 1970's. In October 1986,
Continued on page 15
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By Eva Monte
STAFF WRITER

Most signficant of Hastings's
this year is the arrival of
the new dean, Franklin Thorn pson
Read. The Law News met with
the new dean to discuss various
issues and problems facing
Hastings, and his expectations for
the future development of
Hastings. Dean Read emphasized
his interest maintaining accessibility to students, and other constituent groups.
｣ｨ｡ｮｾ･ｳ＠

Role or Dean
Dean Read, feeling an obligation "to epitomize to the student
body what the law profession is
about," pictures his role with the
student body as an attempt to
continued on page 14
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Board Reelects Dobbs Chairman
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PHaro BY LAuRES FINDER

In a move which raised many
eyebrows at Hastings, the
College's Board of Directors
unanimously re-elected Harold S.
Dobbs as Its chairman, despite
having been bitterly divided for
months. Some observers speculate that this development is an

attempt by Duectors Dobbs, and
Myron "Doc" Etienne, to secure
their own reappointments to the
board. The terms of both Dobbs
and Etienne expire at the end of
the year, and both are reported to
be actively seeking reappointment
Atits June 23 meeting, the board
held its regularly scheduled election of officers, chairman and
vice-chairman. Etienne nominated Dobbs as Chairman, and
Director Jim Mahoney amended

Etienne's motion to also nominate Etienne as Vice-Chairman.
Both men have held these positions for the past year. The motions passed with the unanimous
support of the board.
These votes represent a drastic
turnaround from last year's elections, when a fractious board
elected Dobbs only after a strong
challenge from Etienne. The 6-4
vote for Dobbs in 1987 was identical to a strmg of 6-4 votes recurContinued on pagt 14

The Hastings Law News has
been named Best Overall Newspaper by the American Bar
Association's Law Student Division (ABA/LSD) dunng its annual meeting in Toronto last
month.
The Law News won more top
honors than any other law school
with more than 750 students in
the ABA/LSD's 1987-88 Law
School Newspaper Contest, receivmg four first-place awards and
one second-place award.
In 1987 the Law News won the
ABA/LSD's Award of Excel lcnce
for its editorials on Hastmgs' internal affairs.
Chris Palermo, Law ews editor-in-chief during 19R7 81l, attributed the ABArccognition toa
quality staff. "I think the fC<lSOn
we won as many awards aswedid
IS due to UnIform excellcnce
among all the editor. But I'm
most proud of our Best Overall
Newspaper award because it recognizes the ｡｣ｨｩ･ｶｭｮｌｾ＠
and
dedication of the entire staff," he
said. Palermo is spendmg hiS
third year as a vIsiting student at
Catholic University in Washington,D.C.
The November 1987 issue of
the Law News, which featured a
cover story on West Block fund
repayment negouations, was the
Best Overall winner. Palermo's
article on the San Francisco Public Interest Clearinghouse won
frrst-place in the Feature Article
on Law in the Community category. A staff editorial entitled
"Financial Control Should Be
Returned to the Dean" was judged
to bethebestentryin the Editorial
on Internal Law School Affairs
category. An opinion article,
"Media Smokes Out Ginsberg,"
took top honors in the Editorial on
Broader Aspects of the Law category. The Law News also won a
second-place award in the Feature Article on Internal Law
School Affairs division.
"It was [1986-87 Editor-inConJinued on page 5
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Majerus New CFO First Year Class Size Explodes
Kh ac h ad or t0 b e
Named General
Council
Jamison Resigns Under Pressure
By c. Griffith Towle
STAFF WRffER

Joan E. Majerus has been appointed Chief Financial Officer
(CFO). replacing recently retired
RobertF. Kerley. Majerus comes
to Hastings after three years as
director of fiscal services at San
Jose State University. where she
oversaw the school's fiscal operations and managed its $119
million budget. Prior to her tenure at San Jose State, Majerus
was vice president of her alma
mater Golden Gate University for
six years. She holds a bachelor's
degree in accounting and a
master's of business administration degree ..
The duties of the CFO include
reporting to the board of directors
and the dean on all fiscal matters

College's new Chief Financial
OffICer Joan Majerus was
appointed by the Board of
Directors at their May meeting.

concerning the school, managing
all College funds and investments,
and developing and effectuating
the financial plan for all operational and capital programs of the
College.
The CFO, while obviously important to a well-balanced and
smooth-running College, generally remains out of the public eye.
However, recent evidence of fiscal improprieties and allegations
of financial mismanagementhave
combined to put the spotlight on
the College's CFO. Majerus,
noting that Hastings recent fmancial problems is not intimidated.
"I enjoy working in a place that is
not running perfectly," she said.
"This environment allows me to
be creative and productive."
The College's search for a new
general counsel has apparently
ended. Angele Khachador, a
1963 Hastings graduate, has been
offered the job and is expected to
accept at the end of the week.
The previous general counsel
Max Jamison resigned last May
after a tumultuous and shortlived tenure. His departure was
unexpected and several sources
indicate that it was a result of
pressure from the board.
The general counsel, in addition to his/her legal duties, is
secretary of the board of directors
and custodian of the College's
corporate seal.

Letter From the President

ASH Off to Good Start
The Associated Students of
Hastings (ASH) is working hard
to improve the quality of life for
all students. This includes everything from coordinating beach
parties and athletic leagues to
more serious pursuits, such as
increasing the level of student
participation in administrative
decision making processes.
The annual used book sale was
a big success. In addition, ASH is

considering the feasibility of
an outline sale, to provide all
students with access to "underground" outlines. Those interested in contributing submissions should contact Kyle
Fisher, ASH vice-president.
Activity group budget requests are due in mid-October.
Those requiring more information should contact Phyllis
Bursh, ASH treasurer.

Enrollment goals thrown off-track
By Chris Vanderlaan
STAFF WRITER

Hastings has been hit hard by
the nationwide surge in law school
enrollment. The increase caught
school officials by surprise and
resulted in a much larger class
size than anticipated. Members
of the first-year class num ber 548,
up an amazing 27 percent from
last year's class of 432.
Of the 4,330 applicants to
Hastings this year, offers of
admission were extended to 1,425,
a number which, based on previous years' experience, should
have yielded a class size of
roughly 460 students. Instead of
the predicted 32 percent acceptance rate, an astounding 40 percent of those offered admission
accepted. According to Tom
Wadlington, director of admissions and finanacial aid, "there

was no way to predict this kind of
thing. It happened overnight."
For the past six years, says
Wadlington, the admission figures have been right on target.
The Hastings administration has
been shooting for a total school
enrollment of 1,200 students to
achieve a better student-to-faculty ratio. This year's enrollment, although down from the
1985 peak enrollment of 568 students, places the total student body
at 1,350-a figure that sets back
the administration's enrollment
goal by approximately one year.
The critical factor accounting
for the suddent surge in class size
seems to be the number of students reserving space only at
Hastings. According to an "overlap study" conducted by the Law
School Admissions Service of 133
ABA-approvedschools,Hastings
experienced the largest jump in

New ASH Council Meets

Recent elections completed the roster for this year's ASH Council. ExecuJive
officers include President Leora Goren. Vice President Kyle Fischer.
Secretary Renee Fenton. Treasurer Phyllis Bursh, and Commissioner of of
Arts and Recreation Nanette Dumas. Council members include: 3rd year
representatives William Andrews. Slyvia Argueto, Veronica Eady. Greg
Furey. Dave Granucci. Ricky Green. Carol Herman. Dana McRae. Majeed
Samara. 2nd year representatives Leilani Battiste. Debbie Bialosky, Gloria
Cardernas. Tim Cavanaugh. Cynthia McGowan. Juanita McLean. Bruce
Peotter, Dania Wong. Laurie Reynolds. Jst year representatives Section J:
Paul Thomas. Greg Zlotnick; Section 2: Ann-Marie Davidow, Connie
Magana; Section3: Michael Kerins. Helen Kwak; Section4: Rosi Cordoba.
MargaretSuJherland; Section5: MaryJenner. Scott Valor; Section6: Cheryl
PHOTO BY BRIAN CHARLTON
Travis.leffZimel.

The ASH football league is
currently in progress, and both a
volleyball (coed) and basketball
(women's and men's) league are
in formation. ASH aerobics
meets every week - consult the
ASH bulletin board for time and
place. Those interested in joining or in running an alternative
sports activity should contact
Nanette Dumas, arts and recreation director, or Frank Watson,
sports commissioner.
For any additional information on ASH's schedule or ongoing activities, contact Renec

Fenton, secretary/parliamentarian.
Students will be delighted to
know that, thanks to ASH, the
enforcement of the no eating
policy in the third floor reading
room of the 198 building has
been revoked. This will continue as long as no serious problems occur (i.e. spilled coffee on
Witkin). As for the policy in the
rest of the library, well, we're
working on it.
Leora Goren, ASH President

applicants reserving space at only
one law school. This year, 567 of
the 694 respondents said that they
submitted a deposit only at
Hastings, whereas last year only
345 of 747 respondents reserved
space exclusivel y at Hastings-a
leap of 64 percent. Nationally,
the average increase of students
who reserved space only at a single
school was 19 percent.
A survey of first-year students
conducted by Hastings officials
revealed that the majority of entering students were attracted to
Hastings because of its excellent
academic reputation. Of the 559
frrst-year students surveyed, 87
percent cited Hastings' "superior
reputation" and "academic esteem" as important factors in
making their selection. Many
students were also partial to the
Bay Area, with 64 percent mentioning location as a factor in their
decision. Surprisingly, affordability was only third on the list,
with 39 percent mentioning cost
as being a contributing factor to
their law school choice.
While the fust-year class is
quite large, it has not suffered a
decline in qUality. The median
undergarduate GPA of the entering clllSs is 350, compared to last
year's median of 3.52. The
median LSAT score is 39 (88th
percentile), up one from last year,
with 45 percent of the students
scoring 40 or higher (in the top
ten percent).
The entering class is 51 percent
male and 49 percent female.
California residents account for
82 percent of the class. Minority
enrollment constitutes 23 percent
of the frrst-year class, including
60 Asian, 19 Black, 44 Hispanic
and 3 Native American students.
The average age of the entering
class is 25, with ages ranging from
20 to 47 years old.
Because of the abnormally large
class size this year, Wadlington
predicts that "it will be very difficult to get into Hastings next year."
Not only does the admissions
office expect an increase to over
4,500 applicants next year, but it
also anticipates a reduction in next
year's class size to help ease the
burden on Hastings' overextended
resources brought about by this
year's overenrollment. In addition, 56 slots for next year's class
have already been allocated to
admitted applicants who chose to
accept a guaranteed one-year
deferment offer. AlI in all, admissions officials are confident
that their reduced enrollment goal
will be reached in the near futurc.
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BAR/BRI NOW v. BAR/BRI LATER
1991 C.L.S. 200, (1988)
Facts:

Most law students sign up for a bar review course early in their law school career.
California Bar/Bri offers the most experience (27 years of bar exam preparation), is
the largest full service bar review course in California, and acts as your study partner throughout law school.

Issue:

Whether law students should sign up for the California Bar/Bri Bar Review Program before November 18, 1988?

Rule:

95 0/0 of the law students taking the bar exam take a full service bar review course
in preparation thereof. By signing up now (only a $100 deposit) you will save $200
and FREEZE the price at this year's level. Your initial deposit entitles you to
California Bar/Bri services with no further payment until you take the senior
review course.

Holding:

YES! The benefits of California Bar/Bri services during law school make enrollment today a must!

Reasons:

When you enroll prior to November 18, 1988, your benefits include:
• FREE use of California Bar/Bri's acclaimed outlines for all bar
courses. You get better outlines and save the cost of separate commercial materials.
• FREE early bird lectures to help you study for midterms and finals.
• FREE Professional Responsibility (MPRE) preparation.
• FREE transferability to anyone of 43 jurisdictions providing Bar/Bri
services.
• A full-time attorney staff to assist you in developing an individual
and manageable study plan for school.
• A savings of $200 off your frozen bar review course price.

For further information, please contact any of the California Bar/Bri campus representatives or call
one of the offices listed below.

BAR REVIEW
LOS ANGELES
11801 West Olymp,c Boulevard
Los Angeles. CalifornIa 90064
(213) 477-2542

SAN FRANCISCO
332 Golden Gate Avenue
San FrancIsco. Callforma 94102
(415) 441-5600

SAN DIEGO
1407 FIrst Avenue
San DIego. Call forma 92101
(619) 236-0623

SACRAMENTO
(916) 441-0677

September 22,1988
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Pat Brown Encourages Graduation Slated
·

Law Students to go Into
Public Service

for Oakland
O'Conner, Jackson Decline
Invites to Speak
Mary Kay Kane, Hastings failed
to secure an exemption for this
year's ceremony.

By Dee Ware
COPYEDrroR

By James P. Ballantine
EmroR-IN-ClllEF
Reminiscing about the past and
providing prescriptions for the
future, former California Gov.
Edmund G. "Pat" Brown Sr.
encouraged Hastings students to
participate in the political process. Recalling his days as a young
attorney and aspiring politician
in San Francisco, Brown urged
Hastings students to "take an
active interest in the political life
of your country." "Participation
is very important," he said.
Brown' s ASH-sponsored appearance helped to close out the
last day of the past spring semester. His visit to Hastings included
a public address, a luncheon with
student leaders and an interview
with the Law News in his hotel
suite.
Frequently referred to as the
"grand old man of California
politics," Brown served as district attorney of San Francisco
during the 1940s, attorney general of California during the 1950s
and was elected governor of California in 1958. He defeated a
challenge by Richard Nixon to
win re-election in 1962, but narrowly lost a third term to Ronald
Reagan in 1966. While he has
returned to an active law practice,
Brown has stayed involved in
Democratic politics since leaving
public office. He also directs the
activities of an institute named in
his honer which researches various public policy issues.

Recalling his days as attorney
general, Brown noted that he
served as "lawyer to Earl Warren," who was still serving as
governor of California "I never
met a fairer man or more intelligent justice than Warren," Brown
said.

PHaro BY CHRIS PALERMO

Observing the massiveness of
both California's economy and
population, Brown emphasized
the importance of government
investment in a strong infrastructure for the state. Specifically,
Brown advocated the expansion
of the state transportation system
and the California Water Project,
terming them "essential elements
of the state's infrastructure."
Brown harshly criticized CalifomiaGov.GeorgeDeukmejian's
transportation policy. Brown said
that "the state should raise revenue for urgently needed highway
construction through a gas tax not
a bond issue, since interest on the

bond doubles the cost of such a
project in the long run."
[Duekemejian opposes any gas
tax, and was promoting a bond
proposal for the June ballot, which
lost].
In addition to highway construction, Brown noted that mass
transit needs to be developed,
particularly in Los Angeles.
Despite the high cost of such
projects, they are absolutely essential investments, he said.
Brown emphasized his suppport
for the Metrorail subway project
for downtown Los Angeles, which
President Reagan opposes.
Known as the chief political
architect of the California Water
Project, Brown continues to support the concept of a peripheral
canal. A peripheral canal would
transport water from Northern
California to Southern California
by having it bypass the delta of
the Sacramento River where it
runs into the San Francisco Bay.
He modified the concept, however, by proposing the establishmentofconservation projects and
that Northern California be given
priority for the water.
Brown criticized Deukmejian
for his emphasis on prison construction while ignoring the cause
for a burgeoning inmate population. Key causes, according to
Brown, are the inadequate educational opportunities given to
minority and inner-city youths.
The "state has a responsiblility
for providing better opportunities
for these young people," he said.

Matthew D. Davis
EXECUTIVE EDrroR

No Keynote Speaker Yet

Aftera lengthy search, Hastings
has tenetively settled upon the
Henry J. Kaiser Convention
Center in Oakland as the site for
the 1989 commencement exercises. Many students are upset at
the prospect of graduating across
the Bay.
Over the summer Hastings officials were informed that the
Civic Auditorium and Moscone
Center were unavailable. Other
San Francisco auditoriums which
could ｾｯｬ､＠
the expected crowd of
4,100 were also booked for the
proposed commencement date.
While the Civic Auditorium
maintains a policy of not reserving the facility for events more
than three months in advance, last
year Hastings was able to secure
aconuact making Mosconeavail·
able if the Civic Auditorium was
booked. According to Professor

FIVE STAR LEGAL WORD PROCESSIN G
Specializing in all legal fonnats:
Memorandums, Briefs, Pleadings, Law Journal
Articles, Resumes and Cover Letters
*12 years experience
584-5076

DAVID'S
FINE

Budget Cuts Result in Less Aid

125 Hyde 5'.
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By Lani Battiste
STAFF WRITER

A $2 billion shortfall in state
revenues has forced the state to
cut back on campus-based aid to
all state-funded institutions of
higher education. This move
will affect thousands of students
across the state, the Office of
Admissions and Fimmcial Aid
said.

The cutbacks in grants and
scholarships will affect all colleges of the University of California, California State University,
and all community colleges.
Tom Wadlington, director of
admissions and financial aid, said
thecuts in the financial aid budget
were necessary to comply with
the ､ｩｲ･ｾｴｶ＠
from Sacramento.
Dt spite rumors of cuts in the
amount of the individual finan -

cial aid budgets for the 1988-89
academic year, Wadlington said
"the individual budgets are the
same, and no one is completely
without aid." However, students
are forced to rely more heavily on
the federal-based GSL and private SLS loan programs to make
up for the lack of grants and

A keynote speaker has still not
been selected. Last Semester the
Third Year Council polled the
Class of 1989 for its preferences
for commencement speaker. The
results were passed along to the
Commencement Speaker Committee which made non-binding
recommendations to the Hastings
Board of Directors. The board
makes the final decision on who
will be invited to speak at graduation . Supreme Court Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor and the
Rev. Jesse Jackson declined invitations. New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo has yet to respond. Other
names on the board's list of possible speakers include California
Governor George Deukmejian,
Philippine President Corizon
Aquino, California Supreme
Court Justice Allen Broussard and
U.S. District Court Judge MarilynPatel.
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Loan Assistance Inches Ahead

ABAAwards
Continued/rom page 1

Chief] Dave Daniels' enthusiasm
which drove our staff onward,
sometimes placing other things
aside, as we remained dedicated
to uncovering and reponing the
news," Palenno said, who added
that he left his post with "great
confidence" in the new editorial
board, especially Editor-in- Chief
James Ballantine."
Over the summer, the Law
News purchased a MacIntosh II
desktop publishing system, which
Ballantine believes will further
improve the quality of the newspaper. Copy will be typeset interｮ｡！ｹ＠
rather than sent out. Layout
will also be done on the computer, instead of through manual
cut and paste as in the past. "We
think it will give us greater flexibility, quicker tum-around time,
and a sharper looking paper,"
Ballantine said.
MR. CLEAN
(AIRLINE CLEANERS)
PROFESSIONAL ONE·STOP CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING ••• EXPERT AL TERI\TIONS
FINIISHED LAUNDRY'" WASH 'N' FOLD

116 Hyde St. (near Golden Gate) 77fr 1656

By Myra NakeJsky
GUEST WRITER
The move lO establish a loan
assistance program at Hastings
has inched two steps forward and
one step back. Dean Read expects the board of directors to
fonnally adopt a program at its
next meeting. In addition, last
month the American Bar Association (ABA)adopted a resolution encouraging the legal profession to establish loan assistance programs. But the proposal
has suffered a recent setback.
Legislation which would have
helped California law schools pay
the costs of administering these
programs died in Sacramento.
Loan Assistance at Hastings
The Student Loan Amnesty
Project (SLAP) was founded in
September 1987 by Hastings students who sought to mitigate one
of the biggest obstacles to practicing public intcrest lawmoney.

The typical Hastings graduate
enters the legal profession almost
$30,000 in debt; this translates
into monthly payments of about
$375. Public interest salaries
generally range from $15,000 to
$28,000 (one-third to one half of
the corporate scale). This means
that the graduateeaming $20,000
and straddled with a $30,000 debt
would take home just over $800 a
month. Thus, the graduate faces
a Hobson's choice: he or she can
either work in the lucrative private sector or accept low-paying
public interest employment and
suffer severe financial hardship.
Last year, SLAP worked with
interim Dean Daniel Lathrope to
design a proposal for a program
which would allow Hastings
alumni who hold public interest
jobs to apply for assistance in
repaying their educational debts.
The level of assistance would
depend on three factors: how
long the applicant had practiced
public interest law; his or her
salary; and most im portantly, how
much money was available to the

II McAllister Grocery II
Liquor & Deli
American and Middle Eastern Food
Beverages * Groceries * Snack Foods
Dairy Products * Frozen Foods * Stationery
Fine Wines * Spirits * Beer * Sundries

Party Trays & Catering Available
Seating area available for the Deli

* HASTINGS STUDENT DISCOUNT *

program. The SLAP proposal
drew from similar programs in
place at 16 law schools across the
country, including Harvard, Stanford , Yale, USC and a stale-wide
program in Maryland. The proposal was unveiled to the board in
April. During a meeting with
SLAP representatives, Dean Read
recently threw his support behind
the proposal. Pending board
approval, a fundrai sing effort will
commence, directed at alumni,
foundations and law finns .
ABA Action
On Aug. 10 at its annual meeting, the ABA adopted a resolution encouraging law schools, bar
associations and lawmakers to
establish loan forgi veness programs for law graduates accepting low-paying public inlerest
employment. The resolutio'1 and
accompanying report documen led
the effect of escalating law school
deb:songraduates' career choices
and the decline in the number of
individuals accepting public service positions. The resolution in-

troduced by the Law Sludcnt
Division of the ABA was resoundingly passed by the House of
Delegates.
Setback in Sacramento
Lasl spnng SLAP was inStrumental in introducmg legislation
in Sacramento to appropriate
money to administer loan assistance programs at the 16 ABA
accredited California law schools.
Sponsored by Assemblyman
Terry Friedman (D-L.A.), AB
3955 passed through the Assembly Education and Ways and
Means Commiuees before dying
on the Assembly floor. The bill
received support from Assembly
Democrats, including Assemblymen John Burton and Tom Hayden; however, il faced opposition from Republicans and mcmbers of the "G:mg of Five." SUP
:s considenng an attempt to remtroduce the idea in the coming
sessIOn.
Editor's Note : Ms. Nakelsky is
a member of the Class of 1989
andafounder and officer ofSlAP

Stanley H. Kaplan
has chosen his
bar review.
llaveyou?
For yean, Kaplan &tudenLB have been u k ing for a
bar review course with the bame sla.ndard of excellence
as Kaplan ', other courses. Al'ler ｣｡ｲ･ｾｕ
ｹ＠ ｩｮＢ･
ｬ ｴｩｧ｡ｾｮ＠
bar
review counes, Stanley Kaplan has jomed (orces wl.th SMA
Bar Re\iiew to add bar exam preparation to his Carmly
of outstanding educational offerings. The academic
integrity and comprebensi\:e. weU-paced structure or the SMH approach made Mr. Kaplan'.
decision an easy one - } ours should be too!
Preparation ill DO_ available (or California, Colorado. Connecticut, ｄｾｬｲｩ｣＠
of
Columbia, Florida, lliinoia. Maine,
Maryland. Mauachuoetu, Michie_
New Bampahire, 'ew Jersey, New
Mexico. New yo ..... Pennsylvania,
Rhode Wand. Texaa,
and Virginia.

(10% discount on any purchase with this ad)

136 McAllister Street
(between Hyde & Leavenworth)

Cath y Corrigan
( 4 15')9 27-1115
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FEATURES
Restaurant Scene

Bahia Sizzles with Brazilian Style
By Renee Fenton
STAFF WRITER

One of the Civic Center's
newest restaurants offers creative and exotic food from the
little traveled country of Brazil.
Bahiaat41 Franklin St.,justoff
Market Street, brings its guests
quickly within that foreign territory.
The restaurant is brightly lit,
with clean white walls which
accent the bold, richly colored
paintings and confetti hanging
from the ceiling lamps. The
tables are similarly adorned in
white. Freshly cut flowers provide a hint of color. When the
food arrives, it clearly becomes
the focal point.
We started our dinner with an
appetizer, casquinha de siri,
which are small crab shells
stuffed with a blend of crabmeat,
fish and herbs, then baked and
served with a fresh salsa. The
dinner selections were each a
work of art. We ordered three
main courses. Feijoada completa,
which was touted as the national

dish of Brazil, is a robust flavored
black bean stew with beef,chicken
and sausage, simmered with herbs
and spices. The stew is served
with farofa, a toasted flour which
is to be sprinkled over the stew
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and a chile paste. The stew has a
full bodied flavor from the meats
while the herbs spices and added
chile paste give the stew its needed
zest.
We also ordered bacalhoada
bahiana. The menu forewarns
that this dish is only for the adventurous, which I found to be a
perrect aescnpuon. 1 ne Olsn IS a
dried codfish baked in olive oil
with potatoes and herbs. The fish

is wonderfully tender and moist,
yet its flavor was clearly the most
foreign we tasted. The dried
codfish, naturally salty, mixed
with the potatoes, onions and herbs
give this dish with a remarkably
jnteresting flavor.
The piece de resistance of the
evening was the peixe ao molho
decamarao. For those of you who
do not know Portuguese, this is
the fresh fish of the day in a coconut and shrimp sauce. For us, the
fish was red snapper. The sauce
was made from a coconut milk
base, simmered with tomato,
onion and the smallest hint of
garlic, which was poured over the
fish and sprinkled with shrimps.
The result is tender fish with a
sensuous coconut flavor.
All of the main courses were
served with tutu, Brazilian refried
beans, and couve, a Brazilian
green which was lightly sauteed
in garlic and olive oil.
For dessert, Bahia offers authentic puddings, made from eithcrcomorcoconut. We sampled
the coconut pudding, a smooth
textured pudding, served in a
manner somewhat resembling

School Svirit
L

Do We Need a Mascot?
By Daniel Torrance
STAFF WRITER

This election year while the
Democrats and Republicans battle
for the nation we here at Hastings
are gripped with campaign fever
of a different sort. This is no mere
four year tenn, however, this
election's results may last for
eternity. Our victor's image will
not merely be splashed over
magazine covers for a measly 48
months. Instead, he, she or it will
be immortalized on thousands of
sweatshirts, coffee mugs and
bumper stickers for decades to
come.
The search for an official mascot has begun. A ballot listing
every nomination received in this
grueling five-week r.ampaign will
appear in all SIC folders within a
week. The top two vote-getters
will then run head to head in a
winner-lake-all final election for
designation as the "official
Hastings mascot."

To consider the ramifications
of such an event, let us remember
the trials of University of California,SantaCruz. Founded in 1966,
Santa Cruz has long relished its
oddball reputation. Appropriately, the student body rejected
the administration-imposed mascot, the Sea Lions, in favor of the
Banana Slugs by a margin of 83
percent to 17 percent in a schoolwide referendum.
We can learn from Santa Cruz's
experience with do-gooders who
thought they knew what was
"appropriate" for a mascot. Students there suffered with the
panty-waisted Sea Lions for five
years before Chancellor Robert
Sinheimer's cruel edict was
overturned by a mass uprising.
Let's stand up for our right to be
outrageous here at Hastings!
Traditionally, mascots often
suggest concepts of swiftness,
power, aggression and invincibility: eagles, bears,raiders and lions.
This of course, is perfect for a

school offuture lawyers. (Just so
long as we're not known as the
Zealous Advocates.)
Others mascots have a geographic, social or historical significance, such as the San Francisco 4gers, New York Yankees
and Milwaukee Brewers. Of
course, this may lead to curious
results when teams move to a
different city. The New Orleans
Jazz made sense, the Utah Jazz
does not The Minneapolis Lakers paid no attention to logic when
they moved to Los Angeles and
retained their name. Yet, who
would root for the Utah Tabernacles or the Los Angeles Freeways?
These concerns need not bother
us at Hastings. If we end up the
Pigeons, the Winos, or the Concrete Commandoes, we won't fret
about a possible .future move.
Having bought a sizable chunk of
San Francisco, Hastings is not
Continued on page 10

flan. After dessert, there is an
added suprise. Each guest is presented with a ribbon to be worn
around the wrist until it falls off
for good luck.
The Bahia was moderately
priced. Dinner entrees ranged
between $8.95-$12.95. Additonally, the restaurant offers a
diverse wine list, including wines
from California and wines im-

ported from Spain, Portugal and
Chile. The prices for the wine
ranged from $8.50 - $24.00 per
bottle. The restaurant is open
Monday thru Friday for lunch,
between 11:30a.m.and2:30p.m.
Dinner is served from 5 to 10 p.m.
Monday thru Thursday, and until
11:00 p.m. on Friday and Saturday.

Uncle Dave's Comer
Summer's Over
Your summer is over, so don't make a fuss
Just load up your backpacks and get on the bus
Awaiting you here is a plethora of knowledge
A school full of brilliance, it's called Hastings College
So first years beware, it's as bad as they say
All competitive and ugly-it goes on every day
In class you'll get tripped by some wily old fox
Who learned law (and teaches) through the school of hard knocks
And you're sure to be baffled by some friendly young gun
Full ofthoery and policy, he thinks socratic is fun
And you'll never have time to do all you should
If you were busy before, you'll be bogged down for good
And a hardy "Hello" to my second year mates
Glad to be back inside the hallowed beach gates?
The worst is now over (listen up all you fITst years)
No more head trips, condescension or exploiting your fears
Now just learning and expanding, for knowledge's sake
Come on don't worry, they say second year's cake
Well there's also Moot Court, what harm can it do?
(Beside piling on a million more things to do)
Oh yes, don't forget you must still find a job
Wear your suit every day, no more days of the slob
But interviews are fun, chat with lawyers and such
See what grades really mean (and your's won't mean much)
And finally hello fellow class of '89
You're looking quite healthy, that's a pretty good sign
You all should be proud to have made it this far
(But don't get too cocky, you still have the bar)
So let's join together, have a helluva year
Throw some more parties, drink some more beer
Take a seminar or five, no test in December
Or 12 units of extern, no rules to remember
Why go to class? We should all have ajob
Come on it's not hard to be a third year snob
Well, now that I think of it we still need to pass
Be quite a joke now to get tossed on our ass
And whatever we do a black gloom is not far
Like death it awaits-the California Bar! !
So be good boys and girls, study 'til ten
Or the Bar Grinch will get you - make you take it again
Be you first year or third just remember one thing
You'll soon be a lawyer ... that has a nice ring
Think of the pride, the excitement ... the POWER
(And think, someday billing $300 an hour!)
So strap on your boots and march through this sludge
And someday my friends ... "Here comes the judge!"

David Finley
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Just Because

Perfect Pfeiffer in

Are You On the Bus?

"Married to the Mob"

By Dino Velez
FEATIIRES EDrrOR
Tom Wolfe immortalized Ken
Kesey and his band of Merry
Pranksters as the originators of
psychedelic Sixties in "The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test" Kesey
used the term "on the bus" to
describe members of the counterculture, and "off the bus" to describe the squares.
Since the Sixties, The Grateful
Dead have brought countless
people "on the bus." I asked
people around The City to comment on what The Dead mean to
them, and some of the responses
were: "good energy/happiness,"
"friends/a club," "artisans" and
"dancing in the sun." These positive people exemplify the feeling
"on the bus."
The most often cited negative
response to The Grateful Dead
was "drugs." These people misunderstand drugs and are "off the
bus." When The Dead sing,
"Ridin' that train, high on cocaine, Casey Jones you'd better
watch yourspeed,"it'sa warning
about drugs. Those people "on
the bus" enjoy a permanent spiritual state, rather than a temporary
pharmaceutical alteration. Other
negative answers described Deadheads as "dirty people with long
hair" or "granolaheads." Who
needs to call others names? Deadheads are generally inoffensive
people, so why should someone
care how they look? The name
callers are "off the bus" because
they're not cool enough to accept
people who are different.
Fortunately, the community and
spirit exemplified by those "on
the bus" always remains to keep
us from taking ourselves too
seriously. On the other hand,
The Grateful Dead won't be
around to drive the bus forever. If
you're "on the bus" then check
out The Dead at Shoreline in
Mountain View, Sept. 30 to Oct.
2. It's a good ride ..
Ride for the Handicapped
The CIGNA Bicycle Classic
will take place Sept. 24 to benefit
the Recreation Center for the
Handicapped. The 15 milecourse
will begin at Lake Merced, travel
along the Great Highway and
through Golden Gate Park. Riders will receive the customary Tshirt and a BBQ chicken lunch.
For information call 273-8410.
Psuedo-Techno Fragilistic Expialidocious
The Mark Isham Band will play
two shows at The Great American Music Hall on Oct. 5 to cele-

brate the release of their new album "Castalia" on the terminallyhip Virgin label. Members of the
band include Terry Bozzio, the
pyrotechnic former drummer of
Missing Persons, and Mick Karn,
who'sdoneheavysynthworkwith
Gary Numan and Japan. So, if
you seek the ghost of New Wave
past, the Mark Isham Band may
be your cup of expresso.
Down By the Waterline
The Exploratorium will feature
"Pandora," a public art piece that
is both a gravity fountain and water
sculpture. Set in the Palace of
FineAns'lagoon, watery visions
of the Palace's weeping maidens
emerge from concentric boxes.
As the exhibit's ten minute cycle
progresses, the sculpture forms a
series of terraces descending to
the lagoon's bottom. If you're in
the Marina, bring lunch and check
out the sculpture with a friend.
You're on the Air!
The Magic Theater, best known
as a venue for Sam Shepard and
his plays, is presenting "Talk
Radio." Written by performance
artist Eric Bogosian, "Talk Radio" displays an incredible array
of kooks , lonely hearts and fanatics who phone in to Barry, an
angst -ridden radio host The play,
directed by John Lion, will run
until Dec. 14. Call the Magic
Theater at Fort Mason for tickets:
441-8001.
Iz D'Funky Reggae Mon
The Wailers and Toure Kunda
play at the Fillmore on Oct. 15,
and Sly Dunbar and Robbie
Shakespeare, the premier rhythm
duo in all of reggae, will play Oct.
21 at the Warfield. Although the
seats at the Warfield may hamper
attemptsatskanking, both of these
shows are so hot they could make
Ethel Merman feel "irey." Put
these in the book ...
Jazz Around Town
Catch Ella Fitzgerald with the
Oscar Peterson Trio at the Masonic Auditorium on Sept 30 and
Oct. 2. She's still going strong,
but even legends aren't immortal
... Speaking of legends, Thelonius Monk's Birthday will be
honored by a concert at Bimbo's
on Columbus Ave. Veteran Bay
Area Pianist George Cables will
play with Don Cherry on Oct 10
... The ethereal Pharoah Sanders
solos at amazing Grace Cathedral
on Oct. 7.

By David Glitzer
STAFF WRITER

Since the days of Al Capone,
the Mob has kept the average
citizen paralyzed with their brand
of murder and mayhem, Italian
style. Ruled by a rigid code of
conduct and their own skewed
morals, these thugs have ruled
the American crime underground
with an iron fist. Now, along
comes Jonathan Demme's new
fUm, "Married to the Mob," to
instill a little fun and humor into
their grisly, underhanded dealings.
Michelle Pfieffer plays Angela
de Marco, the unhappy wife of
"Cucumber" Frank de Marco
(Alec Baldwin) who is trying to
work his way up in the Russo
crime family. After her husband
gets "iced," Angela decides to
escape from this way oflife, and
moves herself and her son to the
New York's Lower East Side in
an attempt to leave behind her
seamypast Unfortunately, Tony
"the Tiger" Russo (Dean Stockwell), takes a liking to Angela
and will not let this attractive
conquest slip through his slimy
fingers. During all of this, Matthew Modine as Special Agent
Downey, in his efforts to nail
Russo, becomes involved with
Angela, both professionally and
romantically.
Jonathan Demme, fresh from
his successes with "Something
Wild" and the Talking Heads'
concert film, "Stop Making
Sense," has attempted to give
the vIewer a comedic look into
Mob life from a woman's point
of view. The bcgmnmg of the
fIlm plays up the empty life these
women lead: shopping, gossiping and hanging out in the harr
salon. Demme, with his stylized

Michelle Pfeiffer is a member of"The Family"

camera movement and cutting he and Pfeiffer are on screen all
edge soundtrack by David Byrne, others disappear. Unfortunately
lacks only one thing in this film, for Matthew Modine, fresh from
an interesting plot. Screenwriters his triumphant portrayal In the
Barry Strugetz and Mark R. Burns critical success "Orphans," he's
left Demme a film with a hole in not given the chance to compete
the middle. While the beginning with the others. His role is so
and endings cruise by with style poorly written as to make every
and action, the middle tends to line laughable, though not by
sag, dragging by too slowly for a design.
On the other hand, trivia moncomedy.
Michelle Pfieffer's incredible gers will be happy to see such
face and letter perfect accent, personalities as David Johansonn
along With Dean Stockwell 's clas- and Grandpa from the "Munsters"
sic crime boss save the film. Pfief- appearing in small supporting
fer, usually justa pretty face, only roles.
If you're a lover of beautiful
known for her roles in "Scarface"
and the bomb, "Grease 2," shows women or in the mood to view an
thatsheisafirstclassactress. Her adequate comedy dealing WIth the
portrayal of Angela is letter per- Cosa Nostra, then "Married to the
fect' from her accent down to the Mob" is the perfect movie. If
smallest hand gestures. Stock- you're looking for something a
well, now on his third acting ca- little more stimulating, search the
reer since being revived in "To pink section for an art mOVIe house
Live and Die in L.A.," fills the playing arerun of "Little Caesar"
screen with his presence. When or "Public Enemy."

Lame Law of the Month
By Daniel Torrence
STAFF WRITER

A lame law once considered necessary in California
Wearing masks to conceal Identity:
It is a misdemeanor for any person, either alone or In company with
others, to appear on any street or highway, or in other public places or
any place open to view by the general pUblic, with his face partially or
completely concealed by means of a mask or other regalia or paraphernalia, with intent thereby to conceal his identity. This section does not
prohibit the wearing of such means of concealment in good faith for the
purposes of amusement, entertainment or in compliance with any
public health order.
Former Cal. Penal Code _ 650(a).

.PHaro BY
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OPINION
En Bane

Dobbs should not seek
Board reappointment
Chainnan Harold Dobbs' commiunent to the College is deep-rooted,
sincere and predates his 1967 appoinunent to the Hastings board of directors .
Hopefully, his concern for the school is matched by a good sense of timing.
If it is, then he unc,;rstands that he should gracefully conclude his tenure on
the board when histerr.l expires at the end of this year, and inform Governor
Deukmejian that l-c does not seek reappoinunent.
Scandals Linger
Dobbs has labored many hours trying to put out the fires which have
plagued Hasti!l:;,s during his chainnanship. There was the (still-unresolved)
West Block fasco. Regardless of the questionable merits of the West Block
development plans, the diversion of restricted scholarship funds for this
purpose clearly violated the law. The legacy of this folly is that countless
Hastings students were denied the fmancial assistance which donors hoped to
provide and the College is now liable to them. (It's no wonder that Hastings
has done a miserable job of raising money from its II,OOO-plus alumni.)
While Dobbs was not chainnan when the board approved the West Block
plan, he supported the idea and it blossomed into a front-page scandal during
his watch. Further, Dobbs served on the board, and was chainnan of its
fmancecommittee when scholarship funds were misappropriated to purchase
the property. Evidence indicates that the board knowingly initiated the
diversion of funds, but unawareness does not excuse a director's fiscal
responsibility. The Dobbs board never publicly revealed the misappropriations and made no attempt to repay the funds until the attorney general
ilireatened legal action. The whole affair reinforced the public's perception
..Jf ｈＦｾｴｩＮ＠
...zs as ｩｮｳ･ｾｴｶＧｯ＠
its benefactors, students, alumni, and impoverished Tenderloin neighbors.
The poorly-handled firing of Dean Bert Prunty will also continue to haunt
the College for as long as Dobbs remains a board member. He vigorously
sought to oust Prunty in 1987, accusing him of misappropriating funds and
gross mismanagement. Professor Prunty countered that Dobbs' was creating
a smokescreen for his own malfeasances. A slim board majority sided with
Dobbs to sack Prunty and the rest saw him as an irmocent scapegoat and were
incensed. The well-publicized fight bitterly split the entire Hastings community and wounds still rub raw. Even those who sided with Dobbs admit it w as
another unmitigated public relations disaster for Hastings.
A Political Millstone
Dobbs' failures stem, in part, from a political style which has earned the
animosity of Mayor Art Agnos, Speaker Willie Brown and other political
heavyweights, whom the College desperately needs as friends. Thedifficulties with securing a space for the 1989 Commencement and attacks by the
planning commission illustrate how these antagonisms work. This College,
the oldest and largest law school on the West Coast, a feature of San Francisco
for over a century , the alma mater to thousands of influential California attorneys, cannot make one phone call and receive an exemption from the Civic
Auditorium's policy against booking events more than three months in
advance. As a result, the Class of 1989 may have to graduate on a Monday
night across the Bay. That's absurd.
Partisan politics are in part to blame. Dobbs is arare-bird RepUblican in San
Francisco who made several unsuccessful runs at the mayor's office. Nevertheless, despite Dobbs' good intentions towards Hastings, he is perceived by
people of all political stripes as untrustworthy and a devotee of the "old-boy"
system. As one College official put it, "time has passed Harold Dobbs by."
A few years ago tenants of a Hastings-owned hotel complained about fire
hazards. Along with Max Jamison, Dobbs arrogantly proclaimed that the
school was exempt from the City'S fire code (he was wrong). The City
Planning Commission's recent rough handling of Hastings zoning request
should come as no surprise.
Nasty Senate Fight
Even if Governor Deukmejian were to reappoint Dobbs, his nomination
would still have to be confirmed by the State Senate, where the Chainnan has
few friends. Theconfmnation process begins in the Rules Committee and the
early signs are that it would be nasty. Apparently, there's no shortage of
faculty, politicians and alumni who would testify against Dobbs' reappointment. After21 years of board service no one can doubt that Dobbs genuinely
cares about Hastings . Similarly, all blame does not lie at his feet. Nevertheless, the last thing the College needs is another bitter, protracted, wellpublicized fight - this time set in the Legislature.
Clean Slate
Hastings is in transition, as the College welcomes a new Dean, returns the
misappropriated scholarship funds and looks toward putting the West Block
problem to rest. With the departure of Max Jamison, the only remnant of the
Board tainted by an abuse of restricted scholarship funds is Harold Dobbs.
Now is the time for Hastings to begin with a clean slate.

Letter from the Basement

.

Law News To Be Accessible
By James P. Ballantine
EDITOR -1N-CmEF

Before I became editor of the

Law News, they told me I could have
a column in which I could write anything I wanted (short of libel-and
eventhentheyweren'tsoclear). What
they didn't tell me is that I'd have to
spend all of my time in the basement
LawNewsofficeputting out an entire
newspaper, in order to be able to have
something in which to have a column.
My letter from the basement will be a
collection of my reflections, ruminations and rantings. as well as anything
else that the other editors won'tletme
put in any other part of the paper.
Welcome tothe newLawNews.
If anyone noticed a different look to
theLawNews this year, it's probably
because we weren't skillful enough
to duplicate last years' new look. With
our recent recognition by the ABA,
I'm reluctanttochange anything, but
I figured that we might as well go
ahead and run a full page masthead,
rather than the smaller one. This
recognition is due to the outstanding
skill and leadership brought to the
paper by Chris Palermo,last years'
editor. Unfortunately for this years'
staff, Chris set an impossibly high
standard to maintain, which prompted
us to purchase a fancy computer to
jazz up our layout! (Actually, credit
for the computer acquisition also has
to go to Chris and last years' leadership of the Law News). Ourproduct
ought to look really sharp once we
figure out how to use the new machine.

The Law News is very fortunate to have returning to our staff
our outstanding editors and writers who have not graduated (or
moved to Washington). We also
have incredibly dedicated and talented new additions to our staff,
with diverse experiences and backgrounds. I am very thankful to our
staff for all of their efforts in putting out this paper, and I hope our
readers are as well.
I am also thankful to our advertisers for helping us make this
paper possible. PJeasehelp us thank
them by telling them you read their
ad in the Law News.
I want to take advantage of
this column to offer a few of my
thoughts on our plans for the editorial policy of this newspaper.
The theme that we want to
stress in this years' Law News is
accessibility. We hope to make
sure that the student in "student
newspaper of Hastings College of
the Law" truly is representative of
our student body. We will seek to
present news and features which
are important to the student body
and to provide a forum for the
diverse viewpoints of our classmates. We are interested in covering events and topics of interest
and concern to all of the organizations and students at Hastings, and
we welcome (and encourage)
groups or individuals to write letters to the editor or offer articles for
publication. We also welcome any
interested student to join our staff
and to help us fmd out what is
really going on around here!

Additionally, we will strive to ensure that the viewpoint of the faculty, staff and administration of the
College is represented completely
and accurately in this paper.
TheLawNewswillnotpresent
any ideological stance, but will attempt to provide a forum to represent the diverse viewpoints of the
student body The editorial viewpoint which will be expressed by
this paper will simply be that the
College must be responsive and
accountable to students. We will
emphasize that students have the
right to exercise a strong and potent
voice in the governance of this
College and will attempt to propose
ways in which this may occur.
We will strive tomakeournews
reporting absolutely fair and accurate. But we will also be relentless
in the search for irtformation and
issues affecting the College, no
matter how controversial, and no
matter how much this information is
attempted to be kept behind closed
doors orin closed session meetings.
We believe that the Hastings community has the right to know.
This year is particularly
exciting for Hastings due to many
recent changes and the expanding
prominence of the College. The
future looks bright for the College
to take many more positive steps.
I hope that the Law News will
serve as a strong forum for
students to provide a powerful
voice in shaping its direction.

Letters to the Editor
Hastings Vandalism
Dear Editor,
A shocking thing happened late
last spring that could threaten the
free flow of ideas on the Hastings
campus.
Hastings Christian
Fellowship's (HCF's) bulletin
board was vandalized. Posters
illustrating the horrors of abortion were ripped from the board
so that only staples remained. I
recognize that a poster that explains out the fact that 22 million
babies have been killed since the
tragic Roe v. Wade decision is
going to rub some people the
wrong way. However. all students suffer when groups with

differing views are not able to
freely express themselves.
It doesn't matter if it was an
"open-minded" liberal or some
"loose cannon" that did the daslardly deed. All students must
protect each others' right to express themselves. Let's make

certain something like this never
happens again.
Bruce Peotter
9/14/88

Letters to the Editor
Letters are accepted from anyone but must be typed or legibly
handwritten double-spaced. Letters should be clearly marked as such
and must bear the writer's signature, name, and telephone number.
Frequent or lengthy contributors will be limited to ensure that a forum
is available to everyone. We cannot print letters without signatures,
but names will be withheld upon request if the circumstances warrant
such action. Letters do not represent the opinion of the Law News, its
staff, or Hastings College of the Law.
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Common Sense

National Guard Service Honorable
By MacGregor Scott
OPINIONS BoITOR
The selection of Sen. Dan
Quayle as the Republican vicepresidential nominee has raised
many controversial questions
pertaining to his qualifications to
hold the second highest office in
the land. No single topic has
received as much scrutiny as
Quayle's service in the Indiana
National Guard. Passing judgment on his actions or motivations is not the purpose of this
article. Setting the record straight
OIIlhe state of the National Guard
in 1988 is.
The National Guard at large
has become a whipping boy for
the press, even though a quick
look at the facts demonstrates that
the Guard today is certainly a
different organization than it was
in 1970.
Today, the California Army
National Guard is composed of
approximately 22,000 men and
women of all ranks. People join
the Guard for a variety of reasons.

The most common are the pay
and benefits, the friendships and
sense of camaraderie that are
developed and, yes, patriotism.
For many soldiers, the extra
money generated through service
in the Guard goes a long way to
meeting the monthly bills. In
addition, many benefits are available to those pursuing higher
education. The monthly weekends of service provide a means
of establishing friendships and
companionship which are essential to the functioning of any
combat unit An unspoken motivation for the soldiers is a true
sense of patriotism-a patriotism
real and concrete because it is
based on self-sacrifice in making
some smaIl effort to help defend
this country.
And help defend this nation
the Guard does. At the beginning
of the Reagan administration, a
policy decision was made at the
Pentagon to develop the National
Guard as a very real part of the
military deterrent. As a result, a
concerted effort has taken place
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"From dialogue comes truth"

throughout the 1980s to provide
the Guard with state of the art
equipment, intensive training and
a heightened sense of a real world
mission. Today, the Guard represents 75 percent of the Army's
combat units and undertakes training in places such as South Korea,
West Germany and Honduras.
During the Vietnam War, a
political decision was made notto
mobilize the Guard, making it a
haven for those seeking to avoid
active duty. Today, if a large
scale war was to break out, the
Guard would be mobilized and
sent to the front line within a few
weeks. Ifhostilities were to erupt
in Korea, the CalIfornia Guard
would go there, and with the
constant state of tension that exists between the North and South,
every guardsman lives with the
very real possibility of being
mobilized.
Duty in the Guard consists
of training one weekend each
month and for a two-week period
during the year. On a typical
training weekend, Guard members gather on Friday night at
their local armories and are transported by bus to the California
Guard's training area at Camp
Roberts (located on U.S. Highway 101 near Paso Robles). Once
at Camp Roberts, units will establish LJ-.:eir :ueas of operations ｡Ｎｾ､＠
begin to conduct training. Training usually consists of squad and
platoon level drills in various
combat functions and activities
during the day and patrols atnight
These weekends generally consist of lots of hard work, such as
digging fox holes in 100 degree
weather, lack of slee(}-usually
two to three hours on the hard
ground per night-and a strong
sense of personal accomplishment Units return on Sunday
morning to therr home armories.
During the two-week traimng
period, part-time Guard members
become full-time soldiers. However, the hard work,lack of sleep
and sense of accomplishment
remam constants.
Whatever Dan Quayle's
motivations for joming the Guard
may have been, today's Guard
and its members work too hard
and sacrifice too much to be the
objects of such scorn and loathing
by the national press. As the
Guard's motto says, Its members
are "Americans at Their Best"
Editor's Note: The author
has served as an infantry officer

in the California Army National
Guard for the past three years.
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Dukakis Has Constitution
Behind Him on Pledge Issue
By William Andrews and
Drew Bendon

COLUMNISTS
1977 as a frrst term governor of
MassachussellS, Michael Dukakis
vetoed a bill which would have
imposed fines on teachers for not
opening the school day with the
Pledge of Allegiance. Several
weeks ago Vice President Bush,
speaking to a group of his supporters, asked of Dukakis, "What
is it about the Pledge of Allegiance that upsets him so much?
It is very hard for me to imagine
that the Founding Fathers would
have objected to teachers leading
students in the Pledge of Allegiance to the flag of the United
States."
Dukakis' rejoinder suggested
that Bush was not fit to hold office if he was willing to sign a bill
of such obvious unconstitutionality. In explaining his actions,
Gov Dukakis cited an advisory
opinion of the Massachusetts
Supreme Court whIch saJd that
such a measure would violate the
teachers' FirstAmendmentrights
to freedom of speech and religion. That opinion rested on the
U.S. Supreme Court decision in
West Virginia Board of Education v. Barnelle. In Barnelle, the

Court held that a West VirginIa
statute requiring the daily recitatiun ur lile PlctIge uf Allegiance

violated the constitutional guarantees of freedom of religion and
speech and threatened freedom of
thoughL As Dukakis framed the
question, the issue was one of
law. As Bush put it, the issue was
the role of the executive in pursuing the public good as he sees it,
not as the courts see it.
The highest form of patnotism
is a dedication and commitment
to the U.S. Constitution and the
rule of law Here, George Bush
falls short. Bush said "I would
have signed it [the bill] because I
think that symbolism of our country,onenation underGod,isgood
and I don't think it hurtS the children at all to say that pledge in
school." These insensitive remarks reflect the vice president's
limited perspective on an issue of
profound significance. Who is he
to determ ine what does and what
doesnot"hurtthechildren?" ¥lho
is he to determine what anyone
individual should be required to
saY,thinkorbelieve? Such shortsighted and narrowminded thinkingrefiectsan intolerant., proscriptive approach to politics which
sounds suspiciously like the totalitarian regimes and evil empires he so fervently denounces.
Bush would have signed the

bill knowing that it was unconstitutional,leaving the objections to
be handled by the courts. This
type of regressive thinking involves the same tactics used by
racist whites in resisting the civil
nghts movement and does not
belong in a society which professes to have progressed in the
past 30 years.
Bush has diSingenuously raised
the issue of Gov. Dukakis' veto
of the proposed statute as a means
of calling his patriotism into
quesuon. The vice president's
challenge to Gov. Dukakis' patnotism is frighteningly reminiscent
of the red- baiting hysteria of the
all too recent McCarthy era. Bush
has ignited this unnecessary exchange to precIpitate an emotional
rather than intellectual approach
to the issues thereby creating a
smoke screen to hide the reprehensible acts of "unpatriotism"
of the Reagan/Bush administrauon-trading arms for hostages,
plaguing future generations with
the responsibility for dealing with
an astronomical national debt and
a degenerating environment,
providing mihtary aid to the
Contras, supporung Central
American dictators involved in
drug trafficking, coddling dishonest defense contractors, failing to
effcctively respond to the AIDS
crIsis ana refusmg to aamlllO ana
deal WIth the existence of an increasing homeless population.
The focus of the vtceprcsident's
inquiry should not be whether or
not the Founding Fathers would
have supported daily recitation of
the Pledge, but rather how the
U.S. Supreme Coun has interpreted the Constitution on thIS
matter. Bush misrepresents history when evoking the approval
of the Founding Fathers to support his "liberal bashing." The
Pledge of Allegiance was not
written until 1892 to commemorate the 400th anniversary of
Columbus' discovery of the New
World. Its recltaUon ｷｾ＠
sporadic until after World War I when
many tates and cities began to
make the Pledge compulsory in
school. Those fin to object were
not radical civil libertarians, but
rather religious groups, mainly
the Jehovah's Witne es who felt
that they could not in good conscience pledge allegiance to a
graven image, the flag. After
hundreds of Jehovah's Witness
children had been expelled from
school and therr parents harrassed and beaten, the Supreme Court
upheld the right of a religious
minority not to participate in the
Pledge of Allegiance.
Contin.ud on next page
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Opportunities for
"Cover Up" Exposes Bush Hastings
Women
By Douglas Fox
STAFF WRITER

This Labor Day marked the
"official" beginning of the presidential campaign season, the race
between Bush and Dukakis.
Supporters of Dukakis note that
he speaks three languages fluently- Greek, Spanish and Eng1ish. Bush speaks two: English
and the language of deception
and of cover-up.
"Cover Up" has been playing
to packed houses at the Roxie
Theater since late August and
continues its run there each weekend at noon. The 75 minute film
introduces (and possibly inundates) the first time viewer to the
scandals of the Reagan-Bush
administration and the exploits of
the CIA since the 1950s. Yet,
who among us is really a fITst time
viewer? Whether you watched
the congressional hearings of the
Iran-Contra affair or remember
footage from the war in Laos
during the mid-1970s, "Cover
Up" will shock you.

Among the most explosive issues raised in the film is the allegation that the Reagan-Bush
campaign cut a deal with Iran just
before the 1980 election. The
purpose of the 1980 deal was to
delay the release of the 52 American hostages held by Iranians
since the seizing of the U.S.
embassy in Tehran. The mm
alleges that each American hostage was consigned to an additional76 days in captivity in order
to prevent President Carter from
pulling off an "October surprise,"
which would have
released the hostages before the
November election. Eventually,
the hostages were released on Jan.
20, 1981, the day of Reagan's
inauguration.
It is interesting to contrast the
fate of the current American hostages held in the Middle East with
the scene in 1979-80. Iremember
the New York Times keeping
track on the front page, a running
tally of the numberofdays in captivity. Today, nearly all reportage on the issue has ceased -along

with some of the hostages. How
many are there remaining? How
long has each American hostage
been held?
"Cover Up" also exposes the
connection between the "covert"
arms network to the Contras and
drug smuggling into the United
States which helped fund this
network. Participants in the network have confessed and named
individuals in the U.S. government who were involved. The
fIlm specifically alleges that
George Bush, director of the CIA
in 1976, was connected with
several members of these operations.
The film has a wealth of documentation and cautiously attributes authority to each of its speakers. It is an eye opening account
of recent American history with
portentous overtones for our future.
"Cover Up" will be shown at
Hastings in Room K on Sept 22
starting at4:30 p.m., along with a
speaker from the Christic Institute.

Almost News Briefs
By Barry Himmelstein
STAFF ｗｒｉｔｅＺｾ＠

·In a newly published book,
former White House aide James
Cannon disclosed that President
Reagan was so "inattentive and
inept" during the Iran-Contra
scandal that serious consideration
was given to removing him from
office under the provisions of the
25th Amendment. In response to
questions about which officials
were considering the move, Reagan said, "I never knew that
anyone was. I don't think anyone
was."
ﾷｾｩｸｴ･ｳ＠
drug guru Timothy
Leary has paid $35,000 to have
his head surgically removed and
frozen in liquid nitrogen after he
dies forreanimation at a later date.
Leary, who has long sought alternatives to "involuntary, irreversible death" said "I don't want to
go belly up when my Blue Cross
runs out" Called "cutting edge"
technology by Leary's agent, Eric
Gardner, the procedure has been
challenged by authorities questioning whether a client was actually dead when her head was
removed. Attorneys for Alcor,the
cryonics frrm, said they were
unconcerned with liability to
Leary II or his heirs, because they
could foresee "no recoverable

damages."
·Former East Palo Alto Mayor
James Blakey was arrested and
charged with sexually molesting
the daughter of his live-in girlfriend. Blakey denied the charges,
stating that on six or seven occasions he allowed the 12-year old
to fondle him, but did not have
intercourse with her because he
knew it was wrong. Rumor has it
that Mr. Blakey is under consideration for a senior staff appointment by the Reagan administration in recognition of his superior
moral discrimination.
·In the wake of mass resignations from his campaign ethics
advisory comminee following
accounts of anti-Semitic and neoNazi activities by its members,
former CIA Director George Bush
said "I hope I stand for anti-bigotry, anti-Semitism and anti-racism. That's what drives me.
That's one thing I feel strongly
about" Sigmund Freud, whose
head was stored at room temperature, could not be reached for
comment.
.In a related development, when
asked about the Nazi holocaust in
which an estimated 6 million Jews
perished, Republican vice-presidential aspirant Dan Quayle said
it was "an obscene period in our
history." In an apparent attempt

to clarify, he said he meant "this
century's history. We all lived in
this century. I didn't live in this
century." In the most stunning
indictment yet of Quay Ie's qualifications to succeed to the Presidency in an emergency, Democratic nominee Michael Dukakis
said that "Dan Quayle is no Gerald Ford."
·Thousands of loose condoms
spilled off the back of a truck onto
U.S. Highway 101 in Corte Madera, stopping traffic for 30 minutes while CHP officers picked
them up. Women motorists assisting in the cleanup reportedly
outnumbered men by five to one.
Officer Mark Pieschke said the
responsible party would be cited
for "spilling a load."
·Personal Ad of the Week:
"Pale, frightened wimp, disguised as professional, self-hating, neurotic, painfully inhibited,
physically repellent, can 'tlook in
mirrors, depressed, aimless loser,
weak, dependent television
watcher, born in Oklahoma, single
WM, 37, must see to believe,
desperately needs beautiful,
strong, ambitious, sexy professional woman, 24-34, to make
everything all right. Photo,
please." Replies will be gladly
forwarded.

By JuIieanne Sylva
COLUMNIST

Several opportunities await
women at Hastings this year,
including the Law News'
"Women's Issues," the fledgling
Hastings Women's Law Journal
and the 20th annual Women in
the Law conference.
The column, created last year
in response to the great number of
women attending Hastings, addresses a variety of topics affecting women in the law, and serves
as a sounding board for interested
readers. If there are any specific
topics you want addressed, please
leave a note in the Law News box
in the SIC office and direct comments to Julieanne Sylva.
This year, for the fITst time, a
group of students has formed the
Women's Law Journal at
Hastings. Students are now at the
planning stage and have not yet
formalized any requirements. All
interested students will have the
opportunity to participate on the
Journal. Please contact Diane
Bessette via her SIC file for more
information.
Also this year, Bay Area law
students will have the opportu-

nity tc participate in the 20th
annual Women in the Law Conference. This is the fITst time that

Pledge
Continued/rom previous page

Legal precedent would appear
to be on Dukakis' side. However,
much more than legal precedent
is involved as the debate resonates with the flag, the
Constitution and patriotism.
The First Amendment has long
protected a complex and interwoven range of individual interests. The protected freedoms often
involve expressive activities associated with the freedoms of
assembly, association, religion,
speech and the press. The First
Amendment also protects an
individual's freedom to refrain
from expressive activity. In Barnene, the children asked only to
be exempted from the flag salute,
leaving others free to participate
in the ceremony. They did not
assert that their right was paramounttoany others', nor did they
suggest that the State could not
teach patriotism. The essential
difference between totalitarian
systems and the democratic form
of government is in how each
treats its discrete and insular
minorities. Protecting the rights
of small groups - such as the

the Bay Area has hosted this national event. The Conference will
include a variety of speakers and
panels, and will provide a great
source of information for those
interested in women and the law.
Location, dates and times will be
available at a later date.
If any of these opportunities
interest you, pursue them. They
will provide a chance to meet
individuals with similar interests,
and will enable you to become
involved in worthwhile experiences that will enhance not only
your own life, but also the
Hastings community and the legal profession.

Mascot
Continued/rom page 6

about to go anywhere!
But, tradition need not constrain
the possibilities. Remember, inanimate objects can be just as
lovable as any animal. For example, look at the success of the
Singing California Raisins.
So vote your gut, not your
conscience. Let's have a mascot
that really says something about
law and Hastings. Says what?
That's for you to decide. Vote!

children in Barnette - has been
the hallmark of our form of government
The Pledge of Allegiance expresses noble sentiments and
celebrates shared values. Butwhy
are some so intent on making it
compUlsory? Teachers in Massachusetts continue to lead the
Pledge of Allegiance daily on a
voluntary basis, a practice which
Dukakis supports. There is a
signillcantdifference between not
allowing children to say the
Pledge of Allegiance and forcing
its compulsory recitation--a difference Bush has failed to note.
Writing for the majority in Barnene, Justice Jackson said that it
was appropriate to foster patriotism wough "persuasion and
example" but not by compUlsion.
"To believe that patriotism will
not flourish if patriotic ceremonies are voluntary and spontaneous instead of a complusory routine is to make an unflattering
estimate of our institutions to free
minds ... Those who begin coercive elimination of dissent soon
find themselves exterminating
dissenters. Compulsory unification of opinion achieves only the
unanimity of the graveyard."
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Word From Washington

Rehnquist A Surprise Centrist In Attempt to Unify Court
By Christopher Palermo
WASIllNGTON CORRESPONDENf
During the 20th century, several U.S. presidents have been
disappointed with the political
performance of their appointees
to the U.S. Supreme Court. President Eisenhower publicly criticized his appointment of Earl
Warren as chief justice, under
whose guidance the Court took a
super-liberal, expansive view of
civil liberties.
President Nixon promised that
his "strict constructionists" would
read the Constitution literally and
form a conservative bulwark
against the tide of anti- government sentiment that washed over
the 1960s. But the Nixon appointees, Justices Harry
Blackmun, Lewis Powell, Potter
Stewart, and William Rehnquist,
did not uniformly uphold the
Nixon promise.
Powell became known as a
swing vote, who could unexpectedly tip the Court far to one extreme. Blackmun became an
enduring object of conservative
scorn when he penned the majority opinion upholding first-and
second-trimester abortions in Roe

v. Wade. The late Justice Stewart
is remem bered as a gifted, reflective judge who rendered balanced
opinions, although he is perhaps
best known for his nebulous, totally-subjective standard for obscenity-"I know it when I see
it"
Only JusticeRehnquistretained
the same conservative fervor he
possessed at the time of his appointment in 1973. Throughout
his tenure as an associate justice,
Rehnquist distinguished himself
by writing dissent after dissent,
frequently taking far-right viewpoints. But his recent elevation to
chief justice upon the retirement
of Burger may have changed that
posture forever.
Rehnquistfirst raised eyebrows
with his opinion inHustler Magazine Y. Jerry Falwell, 485 U.S.
_ , 99 L.Ed.2d 41 (Feb. 24,
1988). Writing for a unanimous
Court, Rehnquist strongly reaffirmed the Court's public figure
doctrine in rejecting Jerry
Falwell's libel suit against Hustler magazine which depicted
Falwell as drunken, hypocritical
and immoral.
The Court dealt the Reagan
administration its most shocking

blow by validating the appointment of special prosec:Jtors to
investigate executive branch officials in Morrison Y. Olson, 487
U.S. _,101 L.Ed.2d 569 (June
29,1988). NotonlydidRehnquist
fail to dissent from the Court's
stinging rejection of administration policy, he wrote the majority
opinion. Justice Scalia stood alone
in dissent.
[And Rehnquist developed
remarkable gall as well. Five
days before Olson was handed
down, RehnquistatLendeda White
House State Dinner with thepresident. The day Olson appeared,
President Reagan said he was
"extremely disappointed." According to Washington rumors,
Rehnquist has received his last
invitation from the Oval Office.]
Unquestionably, Rehnquist's
strategy has changed since his
elevation to chief justice.
Rehnquist may have realized that
to achieve historical notability, it
is essential for a Chief Justice to
foster unity among the Court,
especially when rendering opinions in controversial, far-ranging
cases.
The same prinCiple was effectively applied by former chief

justice Earl Warren in 1954 when
conservatives and liberals alike
joined and delivered a unanimous
opinion condemning"separate but
equal" education in Brown Y.
Board ofEducation. Warren was
able to convince the entire Court
that the country stood at a historical crossroad and that the Court
must provide clear gUidance to a
society in turmoil. The opinion
endures as the high water mark of
Warren's tenure.
Later,ChiefJusticeBurgerwas
able to build near unanimity when
the Court considered a string of
obscenity decisions.
Inevitably, a unanimous opinion requires concessIOns from one
or more justices; RehnqUlst has
been forced to move to the center.
But now that Rehnquist is secure
10 his tenure as chief justice, he
may feel that he will earn a longer
historical footnote by crafti ng
consensus rather than clinging to
hard-line ideological precepts.
Rehnquist's move toward the
center also changes the ideological balance of the Court. Now,
the most conservau ve mem ber of
the Court is probably Justice
Scalia. Whi Ie Justices 0' Connor
and Kennedy clearly stand righl

of center, Scalia has distingUIshed
himself as heir to the Rehnquist
tradition of conservative dissents.
JusticeJohn Paul Stevens, the lone
appotntee of President Ford, long
ago deserted conservative ranks
and regularly joins opinions by
the liberal stalwarts, Justices
Marshall, Blackmun and Brennan.
This changing chemiStry of the
Court is an issue rarely discussed
in the ongoing turf battle between
the leadtng nomtnees for president. With three jusuces now
over 80, the next president will
mold the ideology of the Court
for years to come. If our next
leader is Dukakis--and IfDukakis
manages to appotnt unshakable
liberals- the Court's new centrist, Justice Rehnquist, may find
the task of crafting consensus to
be formidable.
Next Issue: a flfst-hand report
on opening ceremomes and first
cases of the new Supreme Court
Term.

(Chris Palermo is a third-year
student who is visiting Calholic
Universlly of Amerlca In Wa.lh1.):IOIll)
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Memorial to
Randy Hanson
Randy Hanson of the Hastings Class of

:t***

1989 died on July 15, 1989. He was 3\.

Randy was raised in Chico, California
He received his B.A. in theater from San
Francisco Stale before moving to New
York to pursue an acting career. In 1985
he retumed to San Francisco before enrolling in Hastings the following year.
Randy died from complications of AIDS.
He is survived by his parents Harry and
Barbara, his brother Ted and sister-in-law
Judy, his sister Lindy Short and brotherin-law Dennis Short, his nieces Sarah and
Misha, and his nephews Mark and Steven.
His death shocked almost everyone
who mew him since Randy was not diagnosed until he entered the hospital shortly
before his death. Before entering law
school Randy wrote: "The day I received
my bachelor's degree in 1979 I wanted
nothing more from my life than to become a successful actor. That very night
I packed my bags and left on the first
plane for New Yor\c, where I thought all
successful actors went, and started on the
long road toward establishing a career as
a professional actor. Was I ever so young?
I am here to tell you someone was.
At times it would have seemed
impossible thai I would ever be sitting
here aI my kitchen table applying to law
school, and wondering how to explain
how my life has changed in so many
directions .....
[Butl there came a time, about five
years after I moved to Manhalten, when I
began to question whal it wasI was doing.
Somehow I had gotten lost between the
challenge of Shakespeare and the burning
desire to land aJ ell-O Rainbowcake commercia!. I asked myself if the work I was
forced to do in ordeTlo make a living was
consistent with my vision of what was
most important in my life and in the
thealer. The answer was no. I expected
more from my life, and more from myself. It was then thai I decided to change
the direction of my life, to start over, to
a1tend law school."
Thefollowing is a collection of writings
by Randy's Hanson's flTeTlds, to, for,
and about him. That they completed the
task is an afumation of their caring and
devotion. They will soon be planning a
memorial service for the Hastings
community.
When asked about why he left the
New York acting world for law school,
Randy would talk to you about his
one too many commercial. He fought
hard for the dubious honor of Jello
smile king. His job was to look at a
bowl of lello pUdding, smile wide,
look hungry and delighted to have
some pudding. Many taJces later, he
decided there was a better way tmake
a living. Thus he arrived at Hastings.
Randy and I were both part of the
older student movement. He used to
talk about how it used to be when he
was slim and gorgeous. He celebrated his 30th birthday first yearpartly relieved, partly nostalgic.
I will best remember Randy
for the heart he had to write his Note
about the homeless. He would have
been their strongest advocate.
Susie Lindquist
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I'll miss Randy. I already
do.
Randy and I met last year.
I was an overanxious first year student and Randy was my legal writing
and research tutor. He was a wise
voice cutting through the frenzy, a
compassionate counselor urging me
not to give up the faith. He was an
advisor who was astute enough to see
the errors in my analysis and brave
and dedicated enough to discuss them
with me. He didn't begrudge the
time. He expended the effort. He
took the risk of being honest.
Randy gave me the best
advice regarding my work. Unlike
the tutor for the Legal Writing and
Research Department, Randy
wouldn't take the easy way out, addressing only those problems that
could be easily corrected with a
minimum of discussion. Randy would
tackle the difficult, more involved
problems fITSt(structure,conception),
seeking the reasons behind my particular composition before asking if
there might be another way to do the
same thing. Hedidn'tlecture. Randy
coached through thoughtful questioning.
Randy was careful in his
thinking as he was precise in his language. He took his time, ruminating.
1 recall once when we met, he said
"Yeah, I was thinking about you last
night when I was making tea and I
think I understand what you were
saying and you might be right. .. " I
couldn't believe that Randy was thinking about my questions on his own
time, clearly going beyond the call of
duty for one insignificant credit hour.
I was surprised and grateful that Randy
took my questions so seriously. I
appreciated his thoroughness and
concern and was impressed by his
dedication. It was a dedication all too
sadly absent at Hastings and in general.
Just as I will miss Randy's
dedication, I will miss his gentleness
of spirit. He was a kind man who
never belittled me for my ignorance.
Rather he nurtured and encouraged
me and I feel I did grow both under
his tutelage and in his company. I
respected Randy's cynicism and
admired his ability, nonetheless to
rise above it and do "the right thing."
And of course, I will miss his alternately decadent and whimsical wit.
He could be scathingly funny!
I will miss you, Randy. I
may not have known you well, but I
knew you well enough to miss you
and to mourn and feel deprived by
your death. This planet needs more
like you.
I wish you well, my teacher and
friend.
Anonymous and thankful to know
you.

****.
"Some of us have to bear
the burden of saving the soul of
America." That is one of my favorite
quotes from Martin Luther Kind Jr.
That I often shared with Randy. When
we talked about saving the soul of
America, our focus was on making
the legal profession more ethnically
diverse. One of the ways to get that
diversity is assisting students in the
L.E.O .P. program to succeed.! am a
coordinator for the frrstyear L.E.O.P.
tutorial program. One of my main
tasks is recruiting Hastings students
tohelptutorL.E.O.P. Randy was one
of my prize recruits and was one of
ourfmesttutors. When I think of him,
and I often do, I see him sitting on the
couch in the L.E.O.P.lounge with his
long legs stretched out and an intense
look on his face as he edits a pile of
students'LWR papers. When I would
walk into the the L.E.O.P. lounge,
Randy would always say "Sharon, I
need to talk to you," I knew immediately it would be a long discussion
about a student he felt needed additional academic help. We would talk
about ways of helping the student and
he would insist on playing a major
part in the process. Many people talk
about commitment but Randy was
committed to helping save the soul of
America.
I was with Randy just before he died and his passing reminded
me of something an old college professor often said. "What we are,
whether we are black, brown, white,
tailor sort, physically gifted orphysically handicapped, what we are is
god's giftto us; and what we become
is our gift to god." In Randy's case,
g_od received a very special gift.
Sharon Chatman.

****
Dearest Randy,
I'll always remember how
you took my loneliness away one
afternoon on the phone. Few people
can be as sweet and funny as you
could be. I miss you.
Love, Cecilia

....
TO RANDY, FROM AMY
Randy was a guy who worked at
the library
I thought he was cute but sometimes he was very
Cool as it seemed he was from
New York but actually
he wasn't
He knew my friend Mary sol knew
he was very
Cool but then too he was sweet and
a honey
And then when we met; incredibly
fun.
On my fITSt day of work, it was
only this summer
I walked in all cranky thinJcing
"this is a bummer"
But then I saw Randy and thought
with relief
"A kindred spirit - a friend in belief'

Indeed he was and I still can't
believe it
It happened so fast that it's hard to
conceive it
But I miss him, and kiss him and
know he was good
To those who didn't know him you too surely would

******
A lot of people talk about
commitment, but Randy Hanson was
committed. Among his many activities, Randy tutored for the Legal
Education Opportunity Program
(L.E.O.P.) He worked individually
with many students, especially in his
forte, writing. He was unique in his
approach to academic assistance.
Randy had an innate ability to teach
and to communicate. In addition,
Randy could read people and could
pinpoint unobservable problems. He
spent countless hours with L.E.O.P.
giving invaluable academic assistance
and personal advice.
I remember often seeing
Randy lounging in the L.E.O.P. office during his few breaks. At those
times, I would kid him about his
"laziness" and his lack of commitment. He would laugh and then would
similarly chide me. Then, the next
thing I'd know we'd be talking about
affirmative action on the Journals or
a recent case in civil rights. Randy
amazing ...stimulating to the mind and
heart
When we in the L.E.O.P.
remember Randy, we will recall that
he was bright, he was strong and he
cared.
He is missed by
L.E.O.P.executive board of the Con
Law Quarterly, the board had determined to eliminate the affIrmative
action seats. Randy requested that
the board reconsider its decision. It
did, and following his arguments in
favor of sustaining the affmnative
action slots, reinstated them.
Richard T. Sakai
Director of L.E.O.P.

*****
Good memories of Randy
ftll more than a few pages. I appreciated seeing his warm smile at school,
particularly at the Constitutional Law
Quarterly. Countless pre-emption
checks and numerous team edits of
articles and notes have defeatedmany
a law students' determination. But
not Randy's. Heneverlosthis lively
wit and indomitable sense of humor
throughout the time I knew him. He
always had something uplifting to
say, even during the bleakestofdays.
Yet, he was much more than a nice
and witty fellow. Through our journal work together, I grew to admire
his fierce determination and commitment to the Quarterly. He did not
passively support the Quarterly, but
instead became a member of the
Executive Board. Although he could
not complete his term, I am !'JTe his
contributions are well and fondly
remembered.

Betasha Louie

****.

When I first learned of
Randy's death I was shocked and
surprised like most of his friends.
During the hours I thought of Randy
the day that came to mind in the most
vivid sertSe was when I was called on
by a professor and was unable to
answer his many questions. So I
humiliatingly had to read the case
while the class waited. While everyone sat in silence, Randy passed me a
note with the answers to the
professor's questions. That incident
is perhaps a small vignette of the type
of person Randy was--a very unselfish, caring man who didn't develop
a shark mentality about law school.
Randy was able to put aside the
competitiveness oflaw school and to
truly be a friend. I'll miss him.
Anonymous

** ••
There are three things that
stick in my mind when it comes to
Randy. The frrst was his ability to
command an audience. In law school
it is often hard to see a person's background as he or she gets grilled by a
teacher. In Randy's case it was easy.
The entire room would go silent when
he spoke because his voice commanded attention. It was always interesting to watch the room when he
spoke, and it always left me wondering what it would have been like to
see him on the stage or in a courtroom.
The second thing I shall
never forget is his sense of hum or . As
we shared the fIrst year horrors together he came up with the running
joke of making chapter titles to a
book out of various incidents. Many
a time, as stress needed to be released,
he would come up with another perfect chapter title. I kept encouraging
him to write a book using the titles,
because as anyone who has seen his
writing knows, his writing style was
both persuasive and entertaining at
the same time.
The third thing that Randy
always brought to a relationship was
the art of making the other person feel
better. You just always felt better
after being around him. He let you
realize that we all have insecurities
and fears. Somehow being around
him helped to alleviate these law
school phenomena. These traits made
Randy a fun person to be with and
helped me get through law schooljust
a little bit more easily. I will always
remember Randy and be thankful for
our short time together. Even as I
write I realize that what I learned and
received from Randy has become a
part of me, and so not only will I have
benefIted from knowing Randy, but I
will remember him for the rest of my
life.
Daniel Presher

••••
Randy was my friend. Soon
after we started fITSt year he drew my
attention because of his voice. He
seldom spoke, but whenever he did
what he said was a contribution to the
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class. His voice ftIled the room with
a resonance developed through years
of theatrical training. It was a joy to
listen to him. We both came to law
school as older students and both
decided on law only a short time
before applying for admission. Indeed. during his first year Randy was
somewhat bewildered at being here
among those who seemed so sure of
belonging in law.
Randy was a gentle man.
He had a sense of humor which kept
the agonies of flISt year in at least
some proportion. We studied together
for exams (we weren't organized
enough toform a study group earlier).
He brought humor and insight to the
process.
It was only in L'le last year
that Randy began to feel that he was
competent and deserving of a place in
law. I found this somewhat strange.
since I was convinced by the second
semester of first year that if I needed
a lawyer as counsellor that Randy
would be a fme choice. Randy only
began to realize his abilities when he
did well in classes. in writing his note
and in tutoring. I believe that he
wouldhavefmallycomeintohisown
this year if life hadn't played a cruel
trick on him and on us all.
I miss Randy. Ifmdmyself
looking for him in the halls and the
commons; listening for his voice in
class. I'm sure I will never meet
anyone like him again. I'm glad I had
a chance to do so once.
Judy DeFranco
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me a fme example of what a friend
could be. Randy will be missed.
Michelle Reznik

••••
What impressed me about Randy
was his light-heartedness and sense
of compassion. Despite all the problems and concerns present in his own
life. Randy would always take the
time to share a few good words with
me and with others. My flISt year of
law school was not unlike a ride
through a threshing machine and yet
it was redeemed and rescued in no
small manner by Randy's presence
and friendship . I shall always remember Randy as representing the
humanity which can and does exist in
law school. With his passing. the
Hastings community has suffered a
great loss.
Anonymous

••••
I met Randy Hanson during our
flISt yearoflaw school. Randy was in
my section. My first impressions of
Randy were that he was a conscientious and warm person. I never found
reason to think otherwise.
Easy to get along with.
Randy was well-liked. Even during

****
Getting to know Randy is
what I remember most fondly of my
work WIth the Con Law Quarterly last
year. Resuming that friendship was
what I was most looking forward to in
my work with the Quarterly this year.
He is very much missed.
Anonymous

••••
Randy Hanson was an actor.
But I never saw him act
I only saw a warm hean. an outstretched hand. a joy in sharing. an
innocent wonder in being right He
was so real and genuine. a person to
be trusted; not at all in keeping with
the image of the profession he and we
have all been trying to get in touch
with.
Now he' s gone. never able
personally to share his compassion
and understanding with those who
might seek his advice. But Randy's
gifts can be shared through our reflection of his spirit to others in the
contacts and context of our professional lives.
Anonymous

••••
Randy Hanson taught me a lot in
the short time I knew him. As a
fellow classmate he taught me how to
work hard. yet not loose a sense of
humor. As a trial advocacy partner.
he taught me that presenting a quality
performance at a mock trial did not
require making one' s opponents look
bad. Ad a friend. Randy taught me
how to be a better person by showing

some of the more
aspects
law school. Randy always had asmile
tooffer. Itisnosmall wonder that his
presence will be missed.
Anna M. Mueller

••••
For Randy
As cliche as it may sound. to me
Randy Hanson was like a great big
teddy bear. Not only was he physically big and cuddly but his personality emanated the same sense of comfort and security one gets from hugging a favorite stuffed animal for
support and reassurance. I remember
flISt year communal suffering with
Randy-anxieties about getting called
on and that flISt set of exams. Although we often spent time commiserating over the traumas ofla w school.
he always instilled a sense of confidence in me. I remember him being
very supportive ofother students when
they had gotten called on; he always
told them what a good Job they had
done. In an atmosphere with minimal
emotional support, Randy's words
were special and sincere. Although
Randy himself is no longer here. !us
memory lives on in the thoughts of
his friends like thatof a cherished and
well-loved teddy bear.
Anonymous

••••
Randy and I were in the same flISt
year section. He was somewhat quiet
in the respect that he did not speak in
class on a continual basis. However.
I remember one class in particular.
our contracts class. The professor
was a very difficult man. and when he
called on you it was as if the wrath of
God had suddenly fallen upon you.
This professorca\Jed on Randy maybe
a month after classes began. I think
he expected Randy not to know the
answer to the question since Randy
hadbeenquietforsolong. But Randy
sat up in his chair in the third row and
very confidently answered the question and gave his opinion. After this
incident the professor often called
upon Randy. not to engage in the
game of hide the law. but to ask his
opinion on the reasoning of a case.
This professor saw what all
of us. Randy's friends. later came to
see--a nice young man who was not
an imposing overconfident individual. but a kind young man. I will miss
Randy's big cheery smile and his
rosy cheeks. but most of all. I will
miss his calm demeanor and his
caring ways.
Anonymous

••••
Randy. my friend.
When I am crossing the street between the two buildings I keep looking for you. When I am walking
through the corridors I keep hoping to
see your face. When I am passing by
the CIrculation desk in the library. I
expect to see you smiling toward mc.
But my hopes andexpectations will not be fulmled. You are
nowhere to be found but in my heart
where you will always have a very
special place.
Randy. my friend. I miss
you very much. You are gone but the
beautiful memories I have of our time
together will continue to live on.
Thank you Randy for being such a
wonderful friend.
Eva Jacobsen

••••
"People say I'm the life of the
party. 'cause I tell a joke ortwo .....
... .But take a good look at my face,
You'll see my smile looks out of
place,
If you look closer it's easy to trace
the tracks of my tears .....
10 Smokey Robinson 2d 666(196
); 2 L. Rohnstadt 53 (197 )
Randy's grace. good nature and
sense of humor somewhat belied u-e
intensity of his dedication to his studies and pursuit of a legal career. He
worked hard for everything he' d
earned in his life, and yet had the gift
tomakeitseemalmosteffortless. His
inquisitiveness, tenacity and courage
took him from his hometown of Chico
to San Francisco, where he earned a
B.A., and then to New York, where
he pursued a difficult career in acting,
and then bade to San Francisco, where
he undertook a majOr change in his
life to study law.
Randy gave generously of
his knowledge and understanding (and
outlines ... ) taking the time to explain
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lTOnies. He was constantly examinconcepts, enjoying theprocess of teasing how things were and struggling
ing out thought and ideas together.
with how he thought they 0 19ht to be.
Rather than seeking to succeed
While he on one hand held strong
through conquering and working
convictions, he could also be openagainst others, Randy worked with
minded. I remember him once earothers to achieve sucess together,
nestly asking for further explanation
grappling not merely to memorize
of a political position which he, like
the Rules of Law, but also to undermany others, was having trouble
stand the, "So What?" The meaning,
accepting.
and justice behind the rules.
Randy seemed to always strive for
Randy also gave very gradeep and thorough comprehension.
ciously of his support, friendship and
When we studied together, a couple
humor. Over drinks atSquids,lunch
os us were blown away at the far
at David's or coffee at the cafeteria,
reacbmg connections he wouJd ｾｯ ｭ･ ﾭ
we shared the insecuirites of flISt year,
times make. But unlike therestofus,
and successes of second year. We
who were content to move on, he
talked about our struggles with our
would often see such revelations as
chosen career paths, personal relaonly the ftrst step, and the look on his
tionships, how best to integrate
face would remain puzzled as he
"work" with the "rest of life," our
continued to think things through.
histories and our futures.
When Randy was finally satisfied
Randy and I each had close
that he had come to a serious underfriends who were sick and died while
standing, his eyes would light up, hIS
we were in law school. Last spring I
mouth would drop open and he would
lost a very close friend who had battled
say, "Oh. I know!"
with illness for three years. RandyreI was quite attached to Randy and
minded me how important it was to
often had a maternal instinct a la my
continue to make the most of my life,
Israeli upbringing, to reach up and
with my chin up and a smile on my
pinch the flushed cheeks of his innoface, that my friend would be proud.
cent face. Never have I so strongly
And now, Randy is gone,
wanted to believe in an afterlife.
and I miss him terribly. However,
just as his presence would warm my
Pmt
heart and put a smile on my face, so
now does his memory. I greatly
Randy Hanson was a fnendofmine.
admired Randy as a colleague, and
We really didn't know each other all
loved him dearly as a friend. ['ll do
that well, but I always felt some kind
my best to continue to make him
of mutuahty with him. I think he felt
proud.
tile same way aboutme, althoughI'm
Martha Rosett
not exactly sure why.
When I heard that randy had died,
Randy' s smile was like none I had
ever seen. It was warm, extcnding,
one of my first reactions was to regret
innocent, mischeivous and totally
that hc had spent the last two ycars of
his life suffcrmg through law school.
amused ... all at the same time . His
eyes twinkled. He scemed to get such
Like a lot of people at Hastings, Randy
never seemed comfortable with the
a kick out of life. Despite his comoverwhelming pressure, conformi ty.
plaining and self·degradation he had
and superficiality. One night at a party
an enthusiasm fueled by an all enthrown by asection five classmate, as
compassing curiosity and awe. He
was constantly asking "00 you ever
Randy introduced me to a friend he's
wonder .... ? ..
brought with him, he described me as
"one of the few good people ["vemet
Ofall Randy'sexpresslons,my faat school. ", or something to that efvorite (perhaps in part because it
decidedly removes him from the
fect. I was flattered, especially in
saintly and unreal category into which
light of how little time we had sent
with each. What struck me most at
we sometimes thrust the dead) would
occur when he'd hear the gory details
the time, tough. was how ISolated
Randy must have felt at Hastings for
of something embarrassing that had
him to consider me in this way.
happened to someone we all thought
One of the las times I saw Randy
was areaijerk. Randy would crinkle
his nose and , with an expression
was shortly before Spring finals. He
was working at the library and I was
indicating traces of both guilt and
compassion, exclaun with delight,
preparing for my upcoming evidence!
"Oh, how wideed!"
advocacy mock trial. Turned out that
Randy had represented the same side
Randy's laugh, like his smile, was
of this particular case situation the
entirely uninhibited. It shook his
previous semester, so I picked his
entire 6" 3' frame, while his face
brain for ideas and observations about
retamed that ever unmistakably imphis trial. Like many cynics, Randy
ish and mischievous look of his that
seemed to say "While what you think
had a superbly dry wit combined with
I'm laughing about is pretty funny, I
a kind and gentle spirit, qualities all
just thought of something that is even
too rare anywhere, but especially at
funnier and sillier and am now laughlaw school.. Despitethepressoftime,
ing at that as well!" Randy had a
he generously took the time to review
vivid imagination. During flISt year
how he had dealt with certain evidenhe was always sharing Oashes that
tiary problems I was puzzling over.
poked fun at the sources of our anxiRandy then told me how he had draeties (i.e. teachers) thereby placing
matically impeached a key opposimany of our law school traumas into
lion wi mess (a story ev/ad instructor
paspective.
Phyllis Andelin had retold with glee
While Randy was terribly funny,
several weeks before in class). Randy
he was also quite serious. H is humor
had borrowed a pair of glasses rom a
was filed with meaning and underfriend to use as a prop during cross
standing of the human condition's
examination of this wimess. Randy
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Read
Continued
ContinuedJrom page 1

"inculcate a sense of...the need
for. .. public service, law reform,
and devotion to client - from day
one." In weighing the pros and
cons of his job, Dean Read admits that "the job is difficult because the dean has to balance constituencies, all of whom believe
that their view of the deanship is
the only one possible. ... Ultimately the dean is many things to
many different constituencies and
the trick of the dean's office is
balancing all of the competing
constituencies. Everyone... views
the dean's job differently ... the
students ... the faculty ... the board
of directors ... (and) the alumni.
... The job has many more responsibilities than it has power to carry
out those responsibilities." Yet
with the positive aspects of his
job definitely tipping the scale,
the dean fmds the job "frankly a
very exciting .. .fulfilling ... and
challenging one. . . because the
groups you are dealing with are
incredible. There are no brighter
student bodies anywhere in higher
education than there are in law
ｳ｣ｨｯｬｾ＠
- particularly at a good
one like Hastings. The law facUlty is a repository of talent that
you are unlikely to find anywhere
else in society - particularly with
our 65 Club members. Our board
of directors represents a wideranging spectrum of some of the
best in the practicing bar."
The Pacific Rim
As mentioned in the summer
edition of the Hastings Community and confirmed by Dean Read
in his welcoming address at orientation, the dean has plans to
make Hastings a center for legal
studies of the Pacific Rim, especially its role in International
Trade. Perceiving California as
"one of the hot beds of American
legal education," Dean Read predicts that Hastings, "with its size,
ought to be at the forefront of that
development...(as) one of the
major players on the entire Pacific Rim." The project will be
defmed through a three-part, sixmonth process involving flIst listening to the input of students,
faculty, and alumni; second, finding out where our opportunities
lie (i.e., in the field of taxation,
trade law, services to the poor,
etc.); and third, articulating the
short term goals necessary to
accomplish our long range mission.
The West Block
Regarding "the chronic problem with our West Block properties," the Dean simply stated that
having been here just three and a

half weeks he didn't "know
enough about that area to comment on it." He did concede,
however, that "the board has made
a number of decisions which now
have to be carried out." More
specifically, the primary decision includes "getting the mortgages to reconstitute the scholarship fund." When asked about the
future use of the property, he
thought that the city supervisors
have yet to finalize their approval
of the property's rezoning. Having not yet spoken to any city
officials regarding the West Block
and having received a foot-high
pile of files on the case, the Dean
is simply unable to have any "perspectivesat this time of the future
uses of the property .... (Hastings)
has counsel hired and the problem is bewing handled at the board
level."
Campus Expansion Plans
Although there are no immediatecarnpus expansion plans, "an
appropriate use of the ABC building" would be the next foreseeable direction for any such plans.
"We've got programs that can
successfull y use the building right
now," explained Read. "Butright
now we don't have the financial
ability .... I'm going to be making a major request to the legislature for a one million dollar increase for all of our skills training
clinical programs."
Organizational Structure
In response to our inquiry
about the current relationship
between the board, the dean, and
the CFO, Dean Read responded
that he felt "the heat is out of that
problem." Although "the problem is not solved yet," the board
has recently released a proposed
copy of the by-laws which is
currently pending suggestions
from the faculty. Read "think(s)
that there is the beginning of a
consensus on all those issues and
that there really is not a major
confrontation on that now .... It is
not totally resolved, but by the
time the draft gets to the Board, it
will be basically a non-problem."
Overall, the Dean sees our organizational structure as "very typical of the
organization in most universities and in most corporate enterprises."
LEOP Program
From 1970 through 1978,
Read co-authored Let Them Be
Judged, a history of the judicial
desegregation of the Deep South
since Brown v. Board of Education. Before that, Read also helped
form a non-discrimination pact
with about twenty other law school
deans to bar their placement offices from being utilized by frrms
that discriminated on the basis of
race, sex, or national origin. Read
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feels that Hastings' LEOP program is "a terrific program ...one
of the really bright lights of
Hastings." This October, Read is
sending a three-person delegation
- Academic Dean Dan Lathrop,
Professor Richard Sakai, and
Professor Keith Wingate - to a
major national conference on
minority education issues to try to
find out if there are new ideas
we're not employing.
Over-Enrollment of 1st Years
Read confrrmed that there will
be heavy pressure to raise admissions standards next year due to
this year's overenrollment of the
flIst-year class. In order to get
student-facuity ratios down,
Hastings will offer fewer places
in next year's class. If the national application rate continues
to increase at the same level and
Hastings continues to exceed that
rate as it did this year, it will be
very difficult to get in to Hastings
next year. Read observes, "It's
good news and bad news. We'll
getan extraordinary class of qualifications but it will be very difficult to get in." But of course,
what do we care; we're already
in.
Dean Read conceeds that it
was Hastings' uniqueness that
prompted him to accept the deanship. As he puts it, "I see unlimited possibilities. Hastings is
magnificently situated, with its
geographic location, its magnificent student quality, the quality
of its faculty, and its rich tradition. I come with great anticipation for the future; I think it's
going to be a great, great lot of
fun." I surmise that the Hastings
bord and faculty detected a
uniqueness about Read when appraising him as well. A forunate
few will have the opportunity to
get to know Dean Read better in
the spring, when he'll be teaching
an 8:30 evidence course.

Board Elections
ContinuedJrompage 1

ring since the West B lock scandal
broke in late 1986 (see StOiY, page
1). Etienne emerged as leader of
the minority, which was also
composed of Directors Jack Knox,
Joe Cotchett, and Jan Lewenhaupt. Directors Ralph Abascal,
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Jim Mahoney, John Sproul,
Kneeland Lobner and Charlene
Mitchell have generally aligned
their votes with Chairman Dobbs
during this period. This split also
manifested itself in the crucial
vote taken on the West Block
financing last April.
1980 legislation laid out a proc-

ess by which board members are
appointed by the Governor, subject to the approval of the majority of the state Senate. The nominations must first pass through
the Democrat-controlled Rules
Committee before coming up for
the full Senate vote.
Several Hastings officials who
have requested anonymity have
said that the truce between Dobbs
and Etienne is possibly part of a
quid pro quo deal to smooth the
way for each other's reappointment to the board by Republican
Governor George Deukmejian.
Dobbs' reappointment by the
Governor could spark another
fight in the Hastings community.
Director Lewenhaupt, a decedent
of the College's founder, has said,
"The reappointment of Harold
Dobbs would be a big mistake."

PAD Food Drive
Phi Alpha Delta fraternity is
sponsoring a food drive this week
to benefit the San Francisco
Emergency Food Box. In orderto
encourage donations of canned
food, PAD will keep track of the
flIst year sections' donations, and
the section bringing in the most

cans will participate in a drawin
for two bar review courses, out
lines from Law Distributors and
gift certificate from the Hasting
Book Store. Donations will
accepted through Friday, Sept. 2
in the Old Commons.

r--------,
The
Hastings
Book Store

NOW
OPEN!
• Macintosh SE & Plus Rental
• Resume Service
• Laser Typesetting
• Color & Black & White Copies
·Spiral,Wire & Strip Binding
• Faculty & Student Discount With ID

1429 Market St. Btw. 10th & 11th
San Francisco, CA 94103

553-8611

"We got what you
need."

Course Books
Study Aids
Supplies

Hours: 8:00-3:00
Monday - Friday

L ________ .J
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West Block Project Threatened by Rezoning
ConJinued from page 1

the state Auditor General reported
that the College had inappropriately used restricted scholarship
funds to pay for the property. A
recently concluded investigation
by the Attorney General's office
resulted in the repayment of the
scholarship funds in April. To
secure cash with which to repay
the funds, the boardenteredintoa
complicated financing scheme,
involving the West Block, the
College-owned KGO building,
and McAllister Tower.
Board Authorized Diversion
When the diversion of scholarship funds was uncovered in 1986,
Board Chairman Harold S. Dobbs,
and former General Counsel Max
K. Jamison, who both served on
the board during the time the
diversions were made, were the
only such board members remaining active with Hastings. Dobbs
and Jamison denied any board
knowledge of the diversions.
Despite these denials, minutes
of an Executive Session of the
board of September 30, 1977
indicate that the board initiated
and directed the diversion of
funds. The board approved a
motion directing that the Dean to
"dispose of stocks owned by the
College, as needed, for the purpose of obtaining a consolidated
loan from Security Pacific ... " The
loan was to consolidate two loans
from Security Pacific Bank, which
totaled $2,992,770, and were
taken out to finance the original
purchase of the property. It appears as though the stocks which
were disposed pursuant to this
board directive carne out of the
College's scholarship fund.
Both Dobbs and Jamison were
listed in the minutes as present at
the meeting.
Tower hocked
In April, 1988, the board approved a complicated financing
plan which appeared to include
loans for $3.5 million from WestArnerica Bank secured by the
West Block properties, $2.0 million from United Savings Bank
secured by the KGO building,
and $2.5 million from WestArnerica Bank secured by the McAlhster Tower. As approved by the
board last spring, the Tower loan
was supposed to be entirely separate from the West Block loans,
and was to refmance a low-interest loan carried by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD). The $2.0
million loan secured by the KGO
Building was to repay a loan on
the West Block which had gone

into default in November 1986.
It was revealed at the September 9 meeting of the Finance
Committee that the Tower is
encumbered for approximately
$4.5 million. According to the
College's Chief Financial Officer, Joan Majerus, the loan has
two components. $2.5 miUion to
refinance the HUD loan and $2.0
million to refmance the United
Savings Bank loan. Instead of
solely encumbering the KGO
building for this loan, as was
proposed to the board in April,
the College encumbered both the
KGO building and the Tower,
according to the Deed of Trust
filed with the County Recorder.
As result of this financing, the
Tower now serves as security for
a loan which was originally made
to fmance the purchase of the
West Block properties. According to Majerus, service on this
debt is made by income generated by rental income from commercial and student residents.
The revelation that this West
Block loan was currently secured
by the Tower appeared to slartle
board members. Myron "Doc"
Etienne expressed surprise over
this information, stating that he
"didn't think the Tower was security" for the loan. Several other
members of the board cOnlacted
by the Law News also indIcated
that they were unaware that the
Tower was used as security for
such a loan. However, Dobbs,
after verifying the present structureofthefinancing, claimed that
it was consistent with the intent of
the board's motion in April.
Majerus reported that the loan
has a three year term, and that
most of the $41,000 monthly
payments are going to pay intereston the loan. "In May 1991, the
loan will become due, and it will
be necessary to obtain refinancing," she stated.
West Block encumbered
The West Block serves as securiy for a $3.5 million loan, $2.8
million of which was used to establish a loan trust to repay the
scholarship accounts from which
funds were taken to purchase the
property. $700,000 remains as a
revolving line of credit, which
has nOI yet been utilized, according to Majerus. She also indicated that while this loan has a
three year term, it requires that
the College either secure a ground
lease for the development of the
property by February 1989 or
proceed with its sale.
Zoning problems

This ground lease requirement
looks particularly difficult to
achieve after recent actions by
the city Planning Commission.
TheCommission on September 1
voted to re-zone the West Block
to stymie the board's plan to
construct a commercial office
building on the property. The
new RC 4 designallon allows a
maximum of eight stories, two of
which may be commercial, the
rest of which must be residential.
The re-zoning is an 18-month
holding action, according to a
story by the San Francisco Examiner which appeared September
2. According to an August 22
story in the Examiner, the rezoning action was promoted by
Tenderloin neighborhood organizers insisting the West Block be
used for low income housing,
indicating their distrust of
Hastings officials. Mayor Art
Agnos, who has been a sharp critic
of Hastings' development plans
and a strong proponent of lowcost housing, is widely-regarded
to be a strong backer of the rezoning plan.
Critical of the way in which the
board has handled negotiations
with the community, Director Joe
Cotchett commented that "with
the surroundIng community,
Hastings docs not have a good
name." I-\e attnbuted thIS problem to a "stunt by Jamison and
Dobbs which precIpItated a big
political problem," in which they
claimed that Hastings-owned
residential properties were ex-

ｾＺｲｯ＠
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pear to have recanted from this
position.
JamIson expressed hIS concern
that thIS action reduced the value
of the West Blockproperues. He
told the Law News that the rezoning violated the CIty'S master
plan's designation of the area for
administrative office use. He
indicated that Hastings would
have grounds for litigation, but
hoped toavoiditsinceit"wouldn't
help any of the parties involved."
Calling the re-zoning a "surprise move," Dobbs stated that it
would be a "crime not to use the
property ID a meaningful way as
partoftheciviccenter." Henoted
that it would be a "perfect site for
the San Francisco Superior
Court." Board member Ralph
Sanuago Abascal predicted that
the federal and state governments
may have a strong interest in using the site for court or office
space.
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nerve or flIlesse 10 try ilmyself. Randy
could have been a hell of a trail lawyer.
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flrsl boxed the witness inlo a comer
on some factual point. Then, with
perfecl timing, Randy pulled off the
glasses, stared alme witness in exasperalion and utter disbelief. and
proceeded 10 dismanlle him with
contradiclory deposilion stalements.
A nice and sublle louch in Randy
hands. Al my trial, I dldn 'I have the

Michael Singsen
What I find so ｲ･ｭ｡ｴ｢ｬｾ＠
aboUI reo
turrung 10 school is how tnJere:;'ing eve·
rything I sludy is now. 'g1owing older
has enabled !r.C 10 capl ure again 1"21 sense
of wondel, Inat recognition of how mi '
raculous things really are.

Randy Hanson
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ON SITE, HOURLY
IBM & MAC RENTALS

u------P--C----T--I-M---E-----• Las e r P r in tin 9
• Low Rental Fee

r;:[:::::
!.ll=U=j;·=
····:::::;)]

• Free Software Use
• Free Assistance
1875 MISSION ST.
SAN FRANCISCO.

621 - 3 7 3 7

Near 15th St.

Open
M-F10-9
S - S 11 - 6

1....----------.:--------....:....------'

SANDWICHES • SOUPS • SALADS

GET A

FREE SANDWICH
(Q)lf.. ｹｾＩｬｕｉｲ＠
Ｑ｢＾ｾｲＮ＠
:,
r
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See your Campus
Representitives or
call one of our
offices for an application.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
1231 Santa Monica Mall
Santa Monica, CA 90401-1307
(213) 394-1529

1-800-2 PAS BAR
(272-7227)

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
138 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102-4996
(415) 626-2900

